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RESUMO 

Desde a sua criação, uma das grandes premissas da União Europeia é criar condições para a 

unificação, a vários níveis, dos seus estados membros. Consequentemente, muitos esforços 

têm sido feitos no sentido de unificar a União Europeia a nível do comércio. No actual 

contexto económico, ninguém poderá negar o impacto das tecnologias de informação na 

forma como as empresas conduzem negócios hoje em dia, nomeadamente na compra e venda 

de bens e serviços. Assim sendo, a Vortal está atenta às mudanças estratégicas, no contexto da 

contratação electrónica, na União Europeia. Uma grande mudança acontecerá em 2016, onde 

todos os procedimentos públicos de contratação, terão de ser feitos obrigatoriamente de forma 

electrónica. No âmbito da referida medida, é expectável que surjam no contexto da União 

Europeia mais plataformas de contratação electrónica, ou pelo menos, mais utilizadores a 

aderirem às plataformas existentes no mercado. Havendo mais entidades no mercado, esta 

situação poderá apresentar-se como uma oportunidade de negocio, se houver maneira de 

ultrapassar os problemas de interoperabilidade entre as plataformas e as entidades presentes 

numa determinada plataforma serem capazes de conduzir negócios com entidades noutras 

plataformas, apenas estando, cada entidade, registada numa plataforma. Havendo a 

necessidade de uma solução que permita resolver o problema de falta de interoperabilidade 

entre plataformas de contratação electrónica, são estudados e comparados três Open 

Standards de contratação electrónica: cXML, Xvergabe e PEPPOL. É apresentada uma 

solução onde um Open Stardard é peça fundamental para resolver o referido problema de 

interoperabilidade. 

Por fim, é apresentada a arquitectura de uma solução de integração, chamada Driving E-

Procurement, onde é utilizado o Open Stardard de forma a atingir interoperabilidade entre a 

Vortal Next> e todas as plataformas que usem o cXML. Contudo, a solução está pensada e 

desenhada para que no futuro seja possível atingir interoperabilidade com plataformas que 

usem outros Open Standards, como o Xvergabe ou o PEPOOL. Desta forma, será possível 

aproximar as entidades no mercado duma forma transparente, flexível e eficaz para essas 

mesmas entidades. 

KEYWORDS: OPEN STANDARD, INTEGRAÇÃO, PLATAFORMA CONTRATAÇÃO ELECTRÓNICA, 

CXML, INTEROPERABILIDADE.  
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ABSTRACT 

Since its creation, one of the European Union big premises is creating the proper conditions 

for their member states unification on several levels. Therefore, efforts have been carried out 

to unify the European Union into a single market. On the actual economic context, it is 

undeniable the information technology impact upon the way company conduct business, 

especially regarding buying and selling of goods and services. Thus, Vortal (Portuguese 

market leader on electronic procurement and having strong intentions to expand 

internationally, with its Vortal Next> platform), is closely following the strategic changes 

occurring within the European Union, regarding electronic procurement. A big change will 

happen by 2016, where all public procurement procedures will have to be carried out 

electronically by then. 

Under the referred measure, it is expectable for procurement platforms to be created, or at 

least, more users joining the existing ones. Having then more users on the market, it can be 

seen as a business opportunity, if there is a way to overcome the existing interoperability 

problems between procurement platforms. That would allow the users residing in a certain 

platform to be able to conduct business with users residing in other platforms on a transparent 

fashion. Having the need for a solution that solves the interoperability problem between 

procurement platforms, three E-Procurement Open Standards are analyzed and compared: 

cXML, XVergabe and PEPPOL.  

It is presented then the architecture of an integration solution, called Driving E-Procurement, 

where an Open Standard is used in order to attain interoperability between Vortal Next> 

platform and every platform using cXML. However, the solution is thought and design for the 

future possibility of integration with platforms using other Open Standards such as XVergabe 

or PEPPOL. With this kind of solution, it would be possible to bring the market entities 

together in a transparent, flexible and effective fashion.  

 

KEYWORDS: OPEN STANDARD, INTEGRATION, PROCUREMENT PLATFORM, CXML, 

INTEROPERABILITY. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context and Motivation 

In today’s competitive economy, there is the need for companies to buy better and sell more. 

Most European Union member states are going through a rough economic crisis, and people 

often hear cutting on government expenses is the way to go in order to get more balanced 

public finances and consequently overcome this economic crisis. Facing this situation, public 

entities typically tend to reduce the level of services they provide citizens with… what if there 

are ways to avoid it by delivering those services on more efficient and effective fashion? An 

option to accomplish that is e-procurement. According with the European Commission, e-

procurement could be defined (rather broad definition) as “the use of electronic 

communications and transaction processing by government institutions and other public 

sector organizations when buying supplies and services or tendering public works” [1]. In the 

section 1.2, a closer look at the concept of E-Procurement is taken, providing a deeper and 

more detailed definition. 

There are evidence pointing out E-Procurement as a way to achieve better results in terms of 

lowering costs and process simplicity when it comes to procurement of goods and/or services 

done by public organizations. But after all, what are the many advantages about using e-

procurement? Once again, the European Commission has stated E-Procurement as “a 

potential to streamline and accelerate public purchasing benefiting both public purchasers and 

suppliers along the way. It could lead to more efficient procurement administration resulting 

in cost and time savings…By automating and strengthening the flow of information about 

individual tender opportunities, E-Procurement should reach a wider audience and provide 

greater publicity, which could lead to increased participation by economic operators and as a 

consequence increased competition. E-Procurement could also promote cross-border 

procurement, not just through greater publicity of contracts, but also by enabling a certain 

degree of language independence (through the use of e-Catalogues for example) and 

standardizing certain practices. Equally, e-Procurement presents an opportunity to introduce 

more rigor within procurement systems, providing ways to apply more objectivity in selecting 

suppliers and support better governance.  Ultimately, this should all lead to better value for 

money for the taxpayer, which in the current financial climate could be very welcome, 
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maximizing the potential of constrained resources.  E-Procurement systems have already 

proved useful in speeding up the expenditure of public procurement budgets. “ [2] 

Currently, Vortal is the Portuguese leader company on the electronic procurement market, 

trying to gain a strong international market position as well, with its e-procurement online 

platform, Vortal Next>, presented in more detail in the section 1.3, which aggregates vertical 

solutions on a wide range of sectors (e.g. government, health, construction, etc.) and thus 

making electronic procurement possible on those sectors, whether the nature of procurement 

may be public or private. Consequently, Vortal Next> contains entities acting as suppliers, 

buyers or both, interacting with each other in the platform. What if they want to conduct 

business with external parties? Before answering this question, it is important to make a 

parenthesis and take a look at the landscape of E-Procurement in Europe. 

In the Electronic Procurement, Challenges and Opportunities conference organized by the 

European Commission an e-procurement landscape in Europe was presented. The landscape 

is depicted in the Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - E-procurement landscape in Europe [3] 
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From the Figure 1 one can conclude that the number of E-Procurement platforms across 

Europe is high... and the tendency is for this number (or at least the number of clients using 

the existing ones) to increase due to the mandatory use of e-procurement directive for certain 

phases of e-procurement: notification of tender opportunities and availability of tender 

documents, by 2014. Two years later, this measure goes further imposing E-Procurement as 

mandatory for all public contracting entities and all procurement procedures. Allied to these 

measures, another factor justifying the number of e-procurement platforms increase is the fact 

that only 5%-10% of procurement procedures in the EU are being carried out through E-

Procurement. [1] 

With the input given by the last parenthesis, let’s get back to question, what if Vortal Next> 

entities want to conduct business with external parties? This project proposes a system in 

which entities such as clients, suppliers or both are able to conduct business between them 

independently of the platform they are in, increasing business opportunities and giving them 

the idea of a global procurement market.  

1.2 E-Procurement and E-Tendering in the world 

In section 1 a broad definition of the E-Procurement process is introduced, but there is much 

more to say about it. This section pretends to provide a deep dive into the E-Procurement with 

the frame mainly set on how the concept has evolved through the last years in the European 

Union. So, at its very core e-procurement is a set of electronic features, each supporting a 

distinct phase of the procurement process.  The phases are: 

 Publication of tender notices 

 Provision of tender documents 

 Submission of tenders 

 Evaluation 

 Award 

 Ordering  

 Invoicing  

 Payment 

The implementation of all these phases isn’t mandatory for a system to be considered an e-

Procurement provider. In the European Commission evaluation of the Action Plan [4] [2], it 

was stated that a system only had to implement publication of tender notices, access to tender 
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documents and submission of tenders, in order to be considered an e-procurement system. 

The Figure 2 - Set of phases possible of being implemented in E-Procurement.shows the 

phases, making a clear distinction between pre-award and post-award phases.  

 

Figure 2 - Set of phases possible of being implemented in E-Procurement. [2] 

The E-Procurement movement had begun to gain some force, at least in Europe, since 2004 

when the European Commission released an Action plan [4] to promote the use of E-

Procurement, following the release of procurement directives (2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC) 

which were delivered with the purpose to set up a new legal framework for electronic public 

procurement. 

Six years later, an evaluation of the Action Plan [2] concluded that the adoption of E-

Procurement was falling short of what would be expected or desired. While on a 

national/regional level there were some improvements, with a reasonable appearance of 

nation/region wide e-procurement solutions, the same couldn’t  be said about cross-border 

solutions, due to lacking of standards and interoperability issues. In fact, as the number of 
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national/regional solutions grows, higher the granularity of the implemented solutions is, thus 

making it harder to attain interoperability. With these concerns in mind, the European 

commission launched a public consultation, called the Green Paper [5]. The consultation had 

the purpose of getting interested parties to provide some feedback on how E-Procurement 

adoption and interoperability issues could be addressed.  

Briefly, following the launch of the consultation, its results were announced [6], a group 

composed by experts on design and implementation of e-procurement systems was created, as 

well as a group for monitoring and benchmarking the development of e-procurement. Finally, 

this historical contextualization comes to reach a major measure, surely will have a significant 

impact on the European E-Procurement market, announced by the European Commission by 

2012: By mid-2014, notification of tender opportunities, availability of tender documents and 

submission of bids will be mandatory and then by mid-2016, all phases of public E-

Procurement as well, for all contracting authorities and procurement procedures [1]. This may 

cause the appearance of more E-Procurement platforms across Europe or at least the 

adherence of more clients to existing ones which can be seen as business opportunity for 

Vortal and therefore one of the main reasons why this project was created.  

1.3 Vortal and its platform 

In this section is pretended to provide a general architectural overview of Vortal Next> 

platform. The main concepts, components and a functional perspective are presented. 

1.3.1  Functional Perspective 

Vortal Next> provides a set of solutions on several economic fields. Those solutions are 

delivered on the platform as procurement procedures which in turn may be of public or 

private nature. The private procedures are typically grouped by economic fields and at the 

present time, Vortal Next> provides solutions in the corporate, health and construction 

markets.  Regarding public procedures, those are used by the governmental entities and other 

public agents.  

The fundamental goal of this project is to propose a solution where buyers and suppliers are 

able to conduct business without the necessary condition of being in the same platform. This 

clearly suggests that procedures must be public, therefore the focus here is on public 

procedures. Furthermore, is expected that all suppliers, at least on qualification phase, are able 
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to have knowledge about the opportunities, to have access to their information documents and 

to place, at least, a qualification bid. Consequently, public supplier invitation restricted 

procedures fall out of the scope of this project as well. So, with the functional scope clearly 

defined, it’s time to take a close look at the Portuguese public procedures which are the 

baseline, along with cXML’s standard specification, to come up with an intermediate 

language for the system. The concept of intermediate language is introduced and fully 

detailed on chapter 1.1. The Figure 3 shows the Portuguese public procedures along its main 

characteristics which are the procedure phases, whether it has product lots and/or allows 

parties to negotiate over a bid, or not. 

 

Figure 3 - Portuguese Public Procedures 

The Figure 4 - Portuguese Public Procedure Sequence Diagram depicts a sequence diagram 

capturing the events that may happen during the lifetime of a procedure, from the buyer’s and 

supplier’s perspective. It’s important to bear in mind that the diagram is intended to show the 

flow of messages exchanged between a buyer and a supplier. The setup of the procedure 

request, procedure reply, negotiation request, etc., isn’t contemplated in the diagram due to 

fact that those are platform specific operations. In order to get a view of platforms specific 

operations a full Vortal Next> procedure is presented in the section 1.3.2.  
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Figure 4 - Portuguese Public Procedure Sequence Diagram 

Like it is shown on Figure 3 - Portuguese Public Proceduresa Portuguese Public Procedure 

may have a qualification phase (Prévia Qualificação and Por Negociação) in which a supplier 

is able to show interest and submit a qualification phase procedure reply where the supplier 

formally applies for approval to submit a bid on the proposal phase which in turn, exists on 

every Portuguese Public Procedure. The proposal phase starts with the launch of the 

Procedure Request by the buyer and then the suppliers, whether those selected in the 

qualification phase or simply every supplier the platform is able to reach, may submit interest 

and a formal Procedure Reply. 
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If there are bids placed by suppliers at the end of the previously specified deadline for 

submissions, a set of optional features are available to the buyer: Publication of replies list 

and/or list of bidders and a negotiation request. To finish the Procedure, the buyer must 

evaluate the bids and award them which means selecting the proposals that best fits the 

buyer’s needs. The award phase involves sending a preliminary award report, a final award 

report and there is a timeframe where the supplier may place objections and the buyer is 

obliged to reply. 

1.3.2 Portuguese Public Procedures: A walk through Vortal Next>  

In the last section the flow of messages that may happen between a buyer and supplier within 

a public procedure is presented. Now it’s time to dive right into a walk through Vortal Next> 

implementation of a Portuguese public procedure. For illustrative matters, the chosen 

procedure is Concurso Público.  

The purpose of the qualification phase is to determine which suppliers may be interested on 

the opportunity. So, when a qualification procedure request is launched by the buyers, the 

buyers can reply with a procedure reply and both, qualification procedure request and 

qualification procedure reply, are pretty much similar to the proposal phase procedure request 

and proposal phase procedure reply. The only difference is on the specification of the items, 

suppliers will be bidding for, and that is, on the qualification phase there isn’t a specification 

whereas on the proposal phase the items are fully specified. Based on the referred similarity, 

only the proposal phase is depicted here. In the FiguresFigure 5,Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 

the main steps of setting up a procedure request are depicted. These steps contain general 

procedure request data, the defined dates of important events on the procedure request 

lifecycle (e.g. Due date for receiving replies), whether the procedure has item lots and allows 

negotiation or not, and finally, detailed information on the items. 
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Figure 5 - Vortal Next> Procedure Request setup: General Data 

 

Figure 6 - Vortal Next> Procedure Request setup: Settings 
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Figure 7 - Vortal Next> Procedure Request setup: Settings part two 

 

Figure 8 - Vortal Next> Procedure Request: Questionnaire 

When a procedure request is launched, suppliers are able to submit a procedure reply until the 

due date for reception of replies, previously defined by the buyer in the procedure request. If 

the procedure has a qualification phase, all suppliers are able to submit a qualification 

procedure reply and after a proposal phase procedure reply, if they come out of the 
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qualification phase as qualified suppliers. The Figure 9 depicts the fundamental step on the 

set-up of a procedure reply, which is the proposal for items specified in the procedure request. 

 

Figure 9 - Vortal Next> Procedure Reply: Questionnaire 

So, after the due date for receiving replies, the buyer is supposed to have all procedure replies 

to further analyze which proposal best fits his needs. This analysis involves an awarding 

phase where the buyer is able to award by lot, as in award different lot items to different   

companies or even choose not to award all the lots. The fundamental step of setting up an 

award is shown in the Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10- Vortal Next> Award 

So, these are the fundamental steps about the lifecycle of a public procedure launched on 

Vortal Next>. Obviously the configuration of the operations associated with the setup of a 

procurement procedure is more extensive and it involves more details than the information 

depicted and discussed in this section. The idea here is to present a general functional 
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overview of how public procedures are implemented on Vortal Next>, instead of a 

comprehensive functional analysis of Vortal Next>. 

1.3.3  Architectural Overview 

Given the proper functional perspective, it’s time to take a look at a brief presentation of 

Vortal Next> architectural aspects. The platform was architecturally thought to attain high 

scalability and availability levels.  

In the Figure 11, a system’s architecture general overview is depicted.  It’s possible to 

observe that the platform is constituted by abstract components such as marketplaces, 

community and portals. 

 

Figure 11- Vortal Next> Macro Architecture 

The Vortal Next> platform is composed by two sub-platforms, the e-Marketplace and the 

Community. The first one, is designed to be an environment where the user can perform his 

procurement activities, like ordering, purchasing, etc. Since Vortal acts on several business 

areas then for each business area a virtualization of the E-Marketplace could be generated. 

The reference data such as profiles, preferences, identity, is all managed by the other sub-

platform, Community. It also supports (in back-end) some of the activities performed on the 

E-marketplace, like authentication, registration, and has to ensure the interoperability between 

the several E-Marketplaces, acting like a connection hub. 
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Both sub-platforms, despite of providing different services, share some basic architectural 

concepts like delivering services based on web services, and both are subdivided in Front-End 

and Back-End. 

The fact that the platforms have different objectives imply that the services available to the 

user are different, which in turn implies different architectures. The Figure 12 depicts the 

Community architecture. 

 

Figure 12 - Community Architecture 

As can be seen in Figure 12, the community provides its users four kinds of services: 

 Authentication Service to handle all authentication platform based on the 

methodology Claims Based Access Control; 

 Management service to provide management features on the Community's; 

 Support service to support activities associated with the Vortal E-Marketplace 

(interoperability, authorizations, identification, etc...); 

 Achieving service store all documentation associated with the activities occurring on 

the platform; 

It can also be determined from Figure 12 that the architecture, generally, is divided into two 

sections. A section to address user interaction, called Front-End and another section to 

support this interaction, called Back-End. In the Front End reside all the services available to 

the user and they are delivered in ways: Web Services and Web Applications. 
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The Figure 13 the architecture of the Vortal E-Marketplace that follows some aspects of 

architecture of the Vortal Community, such as the division of architecture in Front-End and 

Back-End, as well as provide the user with the two forms of service, Web Services and Web 

Applications. 

As can be seen in Figure 11, the E-Marketplace offers its users two kinds of services: 

 Management service to provide management features on the E-Marketplace itself; 

 Electronic procurement service to enable users to perform activities within the areas of 

e-Sourcing, e-Commerce and e-Procurement. 

 

Figure 13 - E-Marketplace Architecture 

1.4 Research Plan and benefits 

In this chapter the E-Procurement/E-Tendering state of art is presented, including how Vortal 

and its platform, Vortal Next>, fits in the E-procurement/E-tendering market. So, given this 

context, the main question to be asked is, how could interoperability between e-procurement 

platforms be achieved?  

With the mandatory move to full e-procurement by 2016, the appearance of new E-

procurement/E-tendering platforms across the European Union, or at least more clients using 

the existing ones, it’s very likely to happen. It is perfectly safe to make this kind of 

assumption when the last estimative predicted that only 5-10% of public procurement 
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procedures in the European Union were being done electronically. [1] Thus, the European 

Union could be seen as a relatively huge market with a lot of solutions that wouldn’t talk with 

each other. This raises the question, which can be seen as an extension of the question 

introduced in the last paragraph, how to make a heterogeneous set of platforms communicate 

with each other? 

One factor essential in order to attain interoperability between e-procurement applications is 

the use of e-commerce open standards such as cXML, PEPOOL or XVergabe, which are fully 

presented in the chapter 2. But if the objective is to connect all the platforms, situations may 

come where some platform uses cXML to communicate and another uses PEPOOL, for 

instance. This points out that there has to be an effort of integration and interoperability. 

Summing it up, this research tries to give answer to the following questions: 

 The European market of E-Procurement solutions is predictively getting bigger, with a 

growing set of E-Procurement platforms unable to communicate with each other. So, 

the main question this research project tries to address is… how can the E-

Procurement interoperability problem be addressed?  

 How to create a structured intermediate language for a subset of e-procurement open 

standards? 

 How to set up the system in order to quickly and effectively add platforms and open 

standards? 

1.5 How to read this dissertation 

This research encompasses several areas of knowledge such as the concept of E-

procurement/E-tendering, interoperability between E-Procurement platforms as well as the 

necessary open standards in order to attain the referred interoperability. Also, there is the need 

to come up with a common structured language to all those standards, hence a close look at 

structured domain languages is done. The application can be seen as a service provided 

electronically. It is connected to several e-procurement entities and the communication is 

made by documents specified with the open standards. As the scope of this research is mainly 

focused on interoperability with the Vortal platform through cXML, the connection with 

Vortal Next> is of special attention. 
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So, this dissertation can be roughly divided into two parts. The first part brings up the E-

Procurement state of art, introduces the Vortal Next> and presents the concepts of 

interoperability, E-Procurement open standards and Domain Specific Languages. (Chapters 1, 

2 and 3). In contrast with the first part, the second part is more of a practical approach. It 

starts with the introduction of the concrete product, named Driving E-Procurement, (chapter 

1.1) and then a drill down into the design of the system core components (chapter 5).  It ends 

with conclusions on the work developed on this research project and how this system can 

possibly evolve in the future done (chapter 0). 

The following list summarizes the structure of the document: 

Chapter 1. This chapter defines the concept of E-procurement, identifies its phases/tools and 

presents an historical overview of how e-procurement has evolved throughout the years, in the 

European Union context. It also introduces Vortal’s platform, Vortal Next>, by the means of a 

functional perspective (where a Portuguese Public Procedure life cycle in Vortal Next> is 

present) and an architectural overview where Vortal Next> macro components are briefly 

presented. 

Chapter 2. This chapter starts off with a deep dive into the concept of interoperability. 

Conceptual definitions are presented along with the categorization of four interoperability 

levels: Machine, Syntactic, Semantic and Organizational. It also introduce three E-

Procurement open standards: cXML, PEPPOL and XVergabe.  

Chapter 3. This chapter presents important concepts related with structured languages. It starts 

with the Domain Specific Languages (DSL), its definition and how can cXML business 

documents can be seen as a DSL. Concepts on the general parsing process, such as syntactic 

and lexical analysis, are also presented. 

Chapter 4. This chapter has the purpose of introducing the concrete product, named Driving 

E-Procurement. The main goal of Driving E-Procurement is presented and the issues it tries to 

address. A macro architecture of the system is also illustrated and then an introductory 

example of how the system is intended to behave. 

Chapter 5. This chapter encompasses all the system’s design issues. It defines a mapping 

between cXML elements and Vortal Next> entities. This mapping is the core of the 

intermediate representation definition. Then, it goes on with the presentation of Messaging 
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Systems, how Driving E-Procurement can be seen as a Messaging System and how the typical 

Messaging concepts and design patterns can be applied on Driving E-Procurement design. In 

order to present a drill down of the system, the “4+1” view model approach is used. This 

approach uses UML diagrams to represent the views (Logical, Development, Process, 

Physical and Scenarios).  

Chapter 0. The conclusions to be drawn of this research project. A final example of how the 

system behaves is made as well as some predictions on how the system can evolve in the 

future. 
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2.  INTEROPERABILITY 

This section presents in detail the concept of interoperability. Firstly a generic approach at the 

concept is done, followed by a drill down onto e-procurement open standards, which are 

presented also. Three E-Procurement open standards are considered in this research project: 

cXML, PEPPOL and XVergabe. But why open standards should be considered on an E-

Procurement platforms integration solution? This chapter tries to address this question and 

once it’s clear that E-Procurement open standards are of value when looking for 

interoperability between E-Procurement platforms, a comparison between the three referred 

standards is made.  

2.1 A deep dive into interoperability 

Interoperability is widely discussed topic in the software world and thus there are several 

definitions of interoperability.  

The American Department of Defense defines interoperability as “the condition achieved 

among communications-electronics systems or items of communications-electronics 

equipment when information or services can be exchanged directly and satisfactorily between 

them and/or their users. The degree of interoperability should be defined when referring to 

specific cases”. [7]  

The institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines interoperability as “the 

ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the 

information that has been exchanged”. [7] 

Yet another definition of the concept is proposed by the International Organization for 

Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) as “The capability to 

communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a manner 

that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those 

units”. [7] 

All the definitions presented are rather broad but they seem to converge to the same generic 

idea of entities sharing information and working together in order to achieve something.  At 
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this point is important to make a clear distinction between data and information. While all the 

information is data, not all data is information. Is important to bear in mind this notion 

because two systems or component might able to agree upon data exchange but that doesn’t 

necessarily means they can do something useful with it.  

Open Standards have been fundamental on achieving interoperability because they play a big 

role on achieving machine-to-machine interoperability. A good example is the web services 

standardization in which the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), with the Simple Object 

Access Protocol (SOAP), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), HyperText Markup Language 

(HTML), XML, and OASIS with Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) and OData. 

For instance, the main objective of web services is to provide a standardized way in which 

systems are able to interoperate in loosely coupled way in order to complete complex 

operations. [8] 

The referred examples can be categorized as machine-to-machine. This indicates that there 

are levels of interoperability. On [8] interoperability is categorized into four levels: Machine 

level, Syntactic level, Semantic level and Organizational level.  

The Machine level interoperability guarantees mechanisms which allow exchange of date at 

the lowest level, typically hardware level. Nowadays, components such as compilers, virtual 

machines or operating systems provide abstractions enabling interoperability at machine 

level. Good examples of machine level interoperability are the transport layer protocols, 

Transmission Control Protocol (TPC/IP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) because of their 

ability to get users to communicate with each other, hiding from them the details of how the 

connection is made. [8] 

Nowadays in the software development world is quite typical to find software systems of 

components implemented with several high level programming languages and running on 

different platforms. So, those system must be able to communicate with each other and thus 

have a common understanding of the format and structure of the data exchanged. A popular 

Syntactic interoperability enabler are the nowadays popular XML-based web services which 

allows systems developed in different languages/platforms to exchange data with each other.         

In this project a similar approach is followed in order to attain interoperability between E-

Procurement/E-tendering platforms, where XML-based open standards (cXML, PEPPOL, 
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XVergabe) specifying business transactions related with the E-Procurement/E-Tendering 

domain are used. [8] 

While at Syntactic interoperability level the format and structure of data exchange is of main 

concern, the Semantic interoperability level deals with the actual meaning of the data 

exchanged. Systems are able to successfully exchange data attaining interoperability at 

Machine and Syntactic levels, but when it comes to do something useful with it those two 

levels of interoperability might not be enough. Normally this fact imposes interacting systems 

to agree upon a common semantic model for the data being exchanged between them. For this 

matter Domain-Specific ontologies have been gaining some force (e.g. OWL, endorsed by the 

W3C). Accounting to [9], “an ontology is an explicit specification of some topic. For our 

purposes, it is a formal and declarative representation which includes the vocabulary (or 

names) for referring to the terms in that subject area and the logical statements that describe 

what the terms are, how they are related to each other, and how they can or cannot be related 

to each other. Therefore, Ontology provides a vocabulary for representing and communicating 

knowledge about some topic and a set of relationships that hold among the terms in that 

vocabulary”. [8] [9] 

The fourth and final level is organizational interoperability level and also the most complex 

level. To get to this level, all other levels are required. When data is exchanged between, 

besides the ability to send, receive and understand data, there’s also the need to perform some 

actions on it, thus change the data. Those changes should be expected by the other 

interoperating systems, furthermore, those changes shouldn’t affect the normal behavior of 

those systems. As stated on [8], “... current technologies, standards, and tools support 

machine-to-machine transactions in the first two levels and to some extent in the third level. 

Achieving level 3 (Semantic Interoperability) often requires human interpretation of data, 

while level 4 (Organizational Interoperability) requires human-to-human interaction to ensure 

that actionable information is treated in a manner that is consistent with organizational 

processes of each interacting entity.”  

In this section the concept of interoperability is explored alongside with the importance of 

open standards on the process. The following sections in this chapter are intended to provide a 

description of the open standards existing in the E-Procurement/E-Tendering domain. 
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2.2 Open Standards in E-Procurement 

This section is an overview of the most important e-procurement open standards: cXML, 

PEPPOL and XVergabe. Before getting into details about these standards, it’s important to 

clarify what exactly means open standards in E-Procurement. 

In the E-Procurement context, open standards allow the collaboration and integration required 

to conduct on-demand business. An on-demand business can be seen as an entity whose 

business processes are integrated across the organization and with key partners, suppliers and 

customers. This integration allows a flexible and fast response to the customer demands and 

market opportunities. [10]  

According with [10], “Open Standards are published without restriction, freely available for 

adoption by the industry, controlled by and open industry organization and implemented by 

offerings available in the market. Open Standards and Open Sources enable open computing 

and interoperability. Open Computing permits interoperability by using published 

specifications for API’s protocols, data and file formats. These specifications must be 

published without restrictions that limit implementations… Open Standards are based on open 

architecture, a service-oriented (SOA) that underpins e-government programs. SOA enables 

flexible connectivity of applications or resources by representing every application or 

resource as a service with a standard interface and enabling them to exchange structured 

information. Developing and instituting open standards most often begins with a need such as 

a lack of operability or need to provide a customer with a technical solution. In response to 

this need, initiatives are undertaken by a core group which agrees to develop specific 

technical procedures to solve the initial need or problem. Once these specifications have been 

adopted and approved, and made available to the public, a standards boy can review these 

specifications and standardize these solutions across multiple vendors.” 

From the definition presented above, it’s possible to conclude that open standards present 

themselves as a solution conceived by people trying to address a common interoperability 

problem on a given business area. This is exactly the purpose of cXML, PEPPOL and 

XVergave, open standards created with the sole purpose of being a fundamental part on the 

lack of E-Procurement interoperability. 
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2.2.1 cXML 

The main focus of this research project is to attain interoperability between e-procurement 

platforms which implement business transactions through cXML. In other words, those 

platforms are able of send and receive cXML documents which specify business transactions.  

The cXML is a XML-based open standard and relies on the Request-Response (Synchronous) 

and One-Way (asynchronous) communication models and all cXML documents are specified 

accordingly with one of these standards. Both types of documents have a header element 

which contains addressing and authentication information about the parties involved in the 

transaction.  In terms of document structure, the main difference between Request-Response 

and One-Way resides on what comes after the header element. Request-Response type of 

documents contain either a request or a response element, where the first specifies some kind 

of request (e.g. OrderRequest, ProfileRequest, PunchOutSetupRequest, etc.) and the second 

specifies the documents that can be sent in response to those requests, letting the requester 

know about the results of the transactions (e.g. ProfileResponse, PunchOutSetupResponse, 

GetPendingResponse, etc). One-Way type of documents only have a message element after 

the header. [11] 

Presented an overview of the cXML document structure it’s time for a description of the core 

functionalities of cXML. They are: 

 Profile Transaction 

 PunchOut Transaction 

 Purchase Orders 

 Path Routing 

 Request for Quotations 

 Payment 

 TimeCard Transaction 

 Master Agreements 

 Invoices 

 Catalogs 

The Profile Transaction is composed by the simple request-response pair of 

ProfileRequest/ProfileResponse. An entity may query another entity by ProfileRequest and a 

reply is given through ProfileResponse. While the ProfileRequest document has a very simple 
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structure, it only addresses the request, the ProfileResponse document contains a list of server 

supported transactions (e.g. PunchOutRequest, OrderRequest, SessionStatus, etc). [11] 

The PunchOut is another request/response transaction. With PunchOut there isn’t the need for 

suppliers to display full static catalog files. Instead, clients may select buttons which in turn 

asks the supplier’s web service for the specific selected information. The pair 

PunchOutSetupRequest/PunchOutSetupResponse is responsible for setting up a PunchOut 

Session between the client (in the procurement application) and the supplier. At some point 

the client finishes selecting products and may want to buy something. Therefore, when the 

client checks-out, a PunchOutOrderMessage specifying the contents of the remote shopping 

basket is sent from the supplier to the client. The Figure 14 - PunchOut Transaction  

illustrates the described interaction. 

 

Figure 14 - PunchOut Transaction [11] 

Is also worth referring the PunchOutIndexcatalog and Direct PunchOut. The last is a faster 

way to initiate PunchOut sessions, giving clients the possibility directly access PunchOut 

supplier sites without going through other entities, such as commerce hubs, for authentication 

and routing. PunchOutIndexCatalogs are lists of PunchOut items.  [11] 

A purchase order is defined in the cXML user guide [11] as “a formal request from a buying 

organization to a supplier to fulfill a contract”. A buyer may send an OrderRequest document 

(through a procurement application) and the supplier reply with a generic response document. 

Those documents pass by a network commerce hub for authentication and routing. 

The OrderRequest document contains an OrderRequestHeader element and one or more 

ItemOut elements which specifies the requested items in full detail. The Response document 

it’s a very simple and straightforward acknowledgment on the received OrderRequest 

document. [11] 
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 The Path Routing it’s not a standalone business transaction like Purchase Orders, it is a 

cXML capability transversal to all cXML documents defined on the cXML user guide as 

“Path Routing enables documents to be routed by and copied to intermediary systems such as 

marketplaces and commerce network hubs.” A feature like Path Routing is needed when 

complex relationships between buyers and suppliers may happen. On these kind of scenarios 

a document might be routed through several intermediary systems before reaching the 

intended recipient. [11] 

The cXML Request For Quotations is the business transaction which allows buyers to ask the 

suppliers for quotes on a given item or product. This cXML capability is the most import in 

the context of this project because it is the one that may allow Vortal Next> procedures to 

interoperate with cXML, but this is an issue to be addressed in the chapter 1.1, where the 

system’s intermediate language is fully detailed. 

A buyer is able then of submit a request for quotations into a sourcing application through the 

quoteRequest document which in turn suppliers may reply with a quoteMessage document. A 

quoteRequest document contains details on the request sent by the buyer and it is composed 

by a quoteRequest and a QuoteItemOut elements.  The quoteRequest contains generic 

information regarding the procedure (e.g. open and close dates for the suppliers to submit 

quotes, currency, etc), while the QuoteItemOut stores information on the items subject to 

quotation. Regarding the quoteMessage, it is composed by a quoteMessageHeader element, 

which stores information on the quote sent by the supplier to the buyer, and a QuoteItemIn 

which is the supplier side representation of the quoted items. It obviously includes the 

proposals for the items. [11] 

The cXML payment functionality allows for automation of the payment process with 

schedule payment and remittance advice documents which allow business partners to track 

and progress payments. So, there are two main types of documents, PaymentProposalRequest 

and PaymentRemittance. The first is a scheduled payment and it allows buying organizations 

to specify payment due dates and discounts, while the second lists payment transaction details 

for a wide variety of business scenarios, including standard invoices, credit and debit memos. 

The TimeCard transaction is used for temporary labor orders and they can be generated and 

sent by the buyer or the supplier. There are two kinds of documents, TimeCardRequest, which 
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is sent from a supplier to a buyer and a TimeCardInfoRequest which is sent from a buyer to a 

supplier. [11] 

A Master Agreement is a contract between trading partners and it is supported by cXML. So, 

Master Agreements allow buyers to set a commitment for good or services with suppliers. It 

is a mechanism to manage supplier and budget commitments, enabling buyers to negotiate 

discounts by basing those discounts on future purchases. On the other side, Master 

Agreements also allow suppliers to more accurately forecast demand. So, the 

MasterAgreementRequest document defines the Master Agreement created by the buyer. In 

this document beginning and end dates, minimum and maximum values of the agreement are 

specified. [11] 

Regarding invoices, those are used by suppliers to bill buyers for provide products or 

services. The cXML possesses an InvoiceDetail transaction which supports cancel invoices, 

credit memos, line-item credit memos, debit memos, and receipts. It further describes 

purchase orders, line items, partners involved, accounting, distribution, payment terms, 

discounts, shipping and special handling, taxes, deposit, prepayment and remittance 

information. The InvoiceDetail transaction is represented on cXML through 

InvoiceDetailRequest documents which is replied with a generic response document. [11] 

Another cXML relevant aspect is the support it provides on security and authentication. Every 

cXML document contains a Header element whether it is of Request-Response or One-Way 

nature and the Header element wraps up authentication and addressing information. So, the 

Header element always contains the From, To and Sender elements. The From and To 

elements represent the initial and final recipients of the message being sent, while the Sender 

is used to represent intermediary nodes such as commerce hubs and it contains a Credential 

element which allows the receiving party to authenticate the sender. The Credential element is 

able to do authentication by either containing a SharedSecret or a CredentialMac elements. 

Basically the SharedSecret element is a password that both Sender and receiver recognize. 

The CredentialMac goes one step beyond encoding the SharedSecrets through a hash. The 

client (procurement application) uses a trusted third party (such as a commerce hub) to make 

the hash encoding and then the client is able to send direct requests to the receiving server.  

The cXML also supports digital signatures which are described in the cXML user guide as 

“Digital signatures confirm the identity of the sender of an electronic document, and ensure 
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that the document was not modified after it was generated by the signer. They consist of a 

series of bytes that contain cryptographic information, including the sender’s public key and 

detailed information about the contents of the document being signed.” [11] 

2.2.2   PEPPOL 

PEPPOL stands for Pan-European Public Procurement Online and it is a project founded by 

the European Commission and the PEPPOL consortium members. As described on PEPPOL 

official web site, “PEPPOL enables trading partners to exchange standards-based electronic 

documents over the PEPPOL network. PEPPOL is not an E-Procurement platform but instead 

provides a set of technical specifications that can be implemented in existing E-Procurement 

solutions and services to make them interoperable across Europe.” [12]  

PEPPOL has three main components, its network or PEPPOL Transport Infrastructure, the 

document specifications or PEPPOL Business Interoperability Specifications – BIS and the 

legal framework defining the network governance. The network is accessible through access 

points which enables the exchange of standardized electronic documents which are PEPPOL 

BIS based. So, the suppliers have the freedom to engage to the Access Point provider they 

want and thereby send and receive electronic documents from and to any organization 

residing in the PEPPOL network through one single source. This network is supported by a 

transport infrastructure which is based on a set of standardized communication protocols 

ensuring a secure and reliable exchange of electronic documents between buyers and 

suppliers. The Figure 15 depicts the architecture of PEPPOL’s transport infrastructure. [12] 
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Figure 15 - Architecture of PEPPOL’s transport infrastructure [12] 

 

Another important aspect regarding interoperability issues is the PEPPOL Business 

Documents (BIS) for E-Procurement processes, represented in the Figure 16 .  

 

Figure 16 - PEPPOL Components [12] 

As described on [12], “PEPPOL has developed the Business Interoperability Specifications 

(BIS) for common E-Procurement processes such as eCatalogue, eOrders, eDespatch Advices 
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and eInvoices to standardize electronic documents exchanged and validated through an open 

and secure network, between sending and receiving Access Points for public sector buyers 

and their suppliers across Europe.” 

2.2.3 XVergabe 

Xvergabe is a German E-Procurement/E-Tendering interoperability project. The very 

fundamental premise of XVergabe is that the high number of E-procurement/E-tendering 

platforms operating in the European Union might be a problem for economic operators 

(suppliers) because they must interact with many different platforms if they want to get to 

most opportunities. As it is stated on XVergabe White Paper, “The goal of XVergabe is to 

create a sustainable basis for electronic interoperability between EOs and CAs. The result of 

the project makes it possible that from one bid client an EO can access all compatible E-

Tendering platforms. Instead of learning 330 platforms the EO has to learn only one. This will 

lead not only to a much higher satisfaction on the side of an EO but also on the buyer's side.” 

[13] 

The Figure 17 depicts the basic XVergabe architecture which basically provides a notice 

interface and a bidder interface. 
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Figure 17 - XVergabe Architecture [13] 

The XVergabe proxy basically translates notices between two formats (e.g. XVergabe format 

into TED format), while the bidder interface provides all the necessary process steps to enable 

full electronic communication. So, wrapping it up, the eNotice phase is covered by the 

Xvergabe interface whereas eSubscription, eAcess, eEnquiry, eSubmission and eAward 

phases are covered by the Xvergabe bidder interface. [13]  

Let’s look at a use case scenario for a better understanding of how XVergabe works. For more 

technical information about Xvergabe, the reader should consult the XVergabe’s white paper 

[13]. So, the use case scenario is about how a user can subscribe for an open tendering 

procedure through XVergabe bidder interface. The use case is depicted in the Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - Use Case Scenario [13] 

As depicted on Figure 18, the user is able to call the subscribe service and the platform 

proceeds with the subscription registration. After a synchronization process between the user 

and the platform, the getMessages service is invoked and the proper messages regarding the 

subscribed tendering procedure are retrieved by the user. In this case, the messages are 

TenderMetaInformation which contains all data about the procedure and InvitationToTender 
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containing, among other information, IDs of tendering documents. With those IDs, the user is 

able to call the getDocument service in order to download the proper documents on those IDs. 

[13] 

2.2.4 A comparison of E-Procurement open standards 

In Order to measure the adoption level of the previously introduced E-Procurement Open 

Standards, the number of google search results and the page rank algorithm classification of 

their official web sites were used. The Table 1 shows the google search results and page rank 

of each Open Standard web site. 

Table 1 - Comparison of E-Procurement Open Standards 

 

As shown in Table 1, XVergabe is the Open Standard presenting the lowest results of internet 

generated traffic. Also, it is a German E-Procurement Open Standard and all existing 

documentation (except the XVergabe Whitepaper [13], which is in English) is written in 

German. Hence, XVergabe is the last option to be considered for this research project. 

Having discarded XVergabe, the remaining options are cXML and PEPPOL. In terms of 

google search results, the advantage is clearly on cXML’s side, whereas in terms of page 

rank, PEPPOL has a slightly better result. Given these results and Vortal’s belief that cXML 

will be a big player on the market, cXML is the chosen E-Procurement Open Standard for this 

research project. 

The page rank results are illustrated on the Figures Figure 19Figure 20Figure 21. 
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Figure 19 - cXML page rank 

 

Figure 20 - PEPPOL page rank 

 

Figure 21 - XVergabe page rank 
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3. STRUCTURED LANGUAGE 

3.1 Domain Specific Languages 

Domain Specific Languages, or simply DSLs, are defined by Martin Fowler in [13] as “a 

computer programming language of limited expressiveness focused on a particular domain.”  

Another definition presented on [14] describes DSLs as “languages tailored to a specific 

application domain. They offer substantial gains in expressiveness and ease of use compared 

with general-purpose languages in their domain of application.” So, from these definitions is 

clear that DSLs are applied to specific domains, contrasting with the typical General Purpose 

Languages (e.g. Java, C, etc.) which can be used across domains. Basically, this is its main 

characteristic, but the concept of DSL is further characterized as follows: 

Computer programming language: A DSL is used by humans to instruct a computer to do 

something. As with any modern programming language, its structure is designed to make it 

easy for humans to understand, but it should still be something executable by a computer. [14] 

Language nature: A DSL is a programming language, and as such should have a sense of 

fluency where the expressiveness comes not just from individual expressions but also from 

the way they can by composed together. [14] 

Limited expressiveness: “A general-purpose programming language provides lots of 

capabilities: supporting varied data, control, and abstraction structures. All of this is useful 

but makes it harder to learn and use. A DSL supports a bare minimum of features needed to 

support its domain. You can't build an entire software system in a DSL; rather, you use a DSL 

for one particular aspect of a system.” [14] 

Domain focus: “A limited language is only useful if it has a clear focus on a small domain. 

The domain focus is what makes a limited language worthwhile.” [14] 

Martin Fowler also divides DSLs into categories: External DSLs and Internal DSLs. Internal 

DSLs are written with a subset of a general-purpose language syntax, in which the application 

is written in, while external DSLs are written on a different language. Both DSLs types aim to 

handle one small aspect of the overall system. [14]  
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External DSLs can be expressed on any language, which act as a DSL carrier syntax. 

Nowadays, XML is a popular general purpose markup language which is perfectly able to 

play the role of carrier syntax for a DSL. It has advantages such as error handling through 

schema formats (DTD, XML Schema, etc.) and the availability of already implement XML 

parsers. This project revolves around XML based open standards to attain interoperability, 

thus the focus here is obviously on how those XML base open standards can be seen as 

external DSLs that use XML as a carrier syntax.  

At this point, one might wonder why a DSL would be of any relevance in the context of this 

project and furthermore, in the context of any software development project. Nowadays 

Domain Driven Designs approaches to software development are typical and those 

approaches have a domain model at their core. So, the DSL fits in this scenario as a readable 

way of populating the domain model (or semantic model). Let’s look at Figure 22 in order to 

get a better understanding:  

 

Figure 22- DSL and the Domain Model [14] 

The example depicted on the Figure 22 shows a state machine model (acting as a 

domain/semantic model) being populated by a DSL tailored for the application. Martin 

Fowler states that a DSL is merely a thin facade over a model, where the model might be a 

library or a framework and the benefits of a DSL almost always come together with the use of 

a model, being the DSL an enhancer of the model, making it easier to understand how the 

model works and allowing its configuration at runtime. [14] 
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So, the use of a DSL over a model can have several advantages such as, improving 

development productivity, facilitate the communication with domain experts and allow 

changes in execution context. The model by itself provides a useful abstraction of the key 

entities of the system and the DSL lays on top of it enhancing expressiveness, readability and 

manipulation of that abstraction. [14] 

DSLs can also act as a communication mediator between developers and business analysts. 

This is a classic problem on software development and one of the principles of the Agile 

manifesto [16], costumer collaboration over contract negation. This principle advocates that 

the costumers should be involved as much as possible in software development, providing 

regular feedback on the efforts of the development team, opposed to the contract negotiation 

of fixed schedules for fixed costs. With this in mind, business analysts are able to read DSLs 

and understand what the system may be doing and thereby spot mistakes and report them to 

the developers. [14] [17] 

Having introduced the concept of DSL, its main characteristics and why should it be 

considered in software development let’s wrap up this section with the presentation of the 

architecture of DSL processing, depicted on Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23 - DSL processing Architecture [14] 

So, this architecture shows what has been said so far: language processing can be done using 

a DSL acting as a thin layer over a domain/semantic model which is populated by the DSL. 

This architecture clearly shows a decoupling between the semantic model and the DSL script, 

which actually allows evolving both entities separately. Furthermore, it allows several DSLs 

scripts to populate the same semantic model. This separation is also a separation between 

semantic issues (semantic model) and parsing/syntax issues (DSL script). At this point is 

useful to remember that the focus here is on External DSLs, which fits perfectly on this 

separation of concerns scenario. However, for internal DSLs this separation of concerns might 
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not be so easy to achieve. Another reason for this separation of concerns, is when code 

generation is needed because the semantic module is decoupled from the code generation as 

well. [14] 

3.2 Syntactic and Lexical analysis 

Following up the last section on Domain Specific Languages, this section presents important 

concepts about language processing. As a matter of fact, from a DSL one can either process it 

for interpretation or code generation (compilation). With interpretation, there’s the parsing of 

some text to immediately produce the result of the program, whereas in compilation, after the 

parsing, an intermediate output is produced, which is separately processed afterwards. [14] 

On language processing the input text is processed by firstly being divided into pieces, 

usually called tokens. This action is performed by a lexer, also known as tokanizer or scanner 

and normally the tokens are defined with regular expressions. With a stream of tokens in 

place, the next step is the syntactic analysis or parsing. Basically, in the syntactic analysis the 

stream of tokens is arranged into a parse tree, and in order to do so, a grammar is needed. A 

grammar is a set of production rules applied to strings which can be found on a given formal 

language. [14] [18] 

For a better understanding of the concepts presented, let’s consider an example taken from 

[14], with the following input: 

events 

 doorClosed D1CL 

 drawOpened D2OP 

end; 

Considering the following lexing rules: 

event-keyword: 'events'; 

command-keyword: 'commands'; 

end-keyword: 'end'; 

identifier: [a-z A-Z 0-9]*; 

The following  stream of tokens is generated: 

[Event-keyword: "events"] 
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[Identifier: "doorClosed"] 

[Identifier: "D1CL"] 

[Identifier: "drawOpened"] 

[Identifier:"D2OP"] 

[End-keyword: "end"] 

Let’s consider the following grammar as well: 

declarations : eventBlock commandBlock; 

eventBlock : Event-keyword eventDec* End-keyword; 

eventDec : Identifier Identifier; 

commandBlock : Command-keyword commandDec* End-keyword; 

commandDec : Identifier Identifier;   

So, with the grammar and the stream of tokens in place, the parser (syntactic analysis) 

generates the following syntax tree (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24- Syntax tree example [13] 
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The Figure 25 depicts the whole process introduced above: 

 

Figure 25 - Lexical and syntactic analysis: an overview 
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4. DRIVING E-PROCUREMENT 

4.1 The Product 

In the chapter 2 the concept of interoperability is introduced and explored. In fact, at the end 

of the day, interoperability between E-Procurement/E-Tendering platforms is what’s expected 

to be achieved with this project and it isn’t something easy or straightforward to implement or 

obtain. It is referred on chapter 2 that interoperability may be broken into levels, more 

specifically, machine level, syntactic level, semantic level and organizational level. While 

machine and syntactic levels may be relatively easy to achieve, due to their technical and 

technological nature, when it comes to the semantic level issues, the question may not be so 

trivial. 

In chapter 3 important concepts related with language processing are explored as well. Those 

concepts are important on how to actually achieve the so called interoperability between E-

Procurement/E-Tendering platforms, since every one of them uses different forms of domain 

representation. So, a system aiming to interoperate other systems with different forms of 

representing the same domain, must be ready to do language processing, and perhaps some 

kind of intermediate representation would make sense as well.  

Obviously, the chapter 1 introduces the E-Procurement/E-Tendering domain and the general 

guidelines of this project. Back there, research questions are made, being one of them the 

most generic and fundamental one (the question presented here is presented on a more straight 

forward way):  

How to solve the e-procurement interoperability problem? Furthermore, how to put a 

set of e-procurement platforms communicating with each other? 

The system interoperating a heterogeneous set of E-procurement/E-tendering platforms must 

be able to receive documents specified on an E-Procurement open standard and deliver those 

documents to the interested parties. The scope of this project is to attain interoperability 

between Vortal Next> and any platform using cXML as the open standard to communicate. 

So, specifically, the system must be able to conduct business through send and receive of 

business transactions specified in cXML. However, the architecture of the system is designed 
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to be extensible to other E-Procurement/E-Tendering open standards and platforms 

implementing them. The architecture of the system is further described in the next section. 

4.2 Architectural vision 

The fundamental problem to be addressed on this project is how to interoperate a set of e-

procurement platforms. A very high conceptual model of the system is depicted on the Figure 

26. 

 

Figure 26 - Multiplexer: A very high level conceptual model 

The system works around this multiplexer model. It receives documents specified in some e-

procurement open standard and delivers several versions of the input document converted into 

documents specifying the open standards “living” in the system. The described behavior takes 

the form of a many to many relation. As referred, even if the system is thought to 

accommodate any number of e-procurement open standards and platforms, the objective of 

this project is to attain interoperability between Vortal Next> and any platform using cXML. 

So, the Figure 27 shows a more concrete high level architecture of the system. 
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Figure 27 - High level architecture  

The system is ready to receive cXML documents, perform language processing and 

generating an intermediate language document. Then a broker comes in handling the routing 

of intermediate language documents between drivers. A given platform is connect to the 

system through its driver as well as open standards. The concept of driver in this context is 

further explained in the chapter 5 along with the remaining building blocks. Once the broker 

finishes getting the intermediate documents to the interested parties, they must convert the 

intermediate language document to the appropriate document format that is going to be 

received by the platforms connect to its drivers. 

4.3 Mapping into reality 

Having introduced the high level architecture of the system and before diving right into 

drilling it down, it’s time to present an example of how the system should behave once 

implemented. Let’s consider what should happen when a buyer residing in Vortal Next> 

launches a procedure onto the platform, a request for quotations. The Figure 28 depicts this 

scenario. 
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Figure 28- Mapping into reality 

A buyer launches a procedure or a Request For Quotation (RFQ) into Vortal Next>, and the 

objective of the system is to let every interested platform know about that business 

opportunity and allow buyers and suppliers to conduct business on a platform transparent 

fashion.  So, after being released on Vortal Next>, the system (Driving E-Procurement) must 

use Vortal Next> services in order to get the procedure entities, make the appropriate 

transformations and send a cXML file to the Ariba’s commerce hub.  

The Ariba’s commerce hub is an important entity and it’s described on [11] as: “Commerce 

network hubs, such as the Ariba Suplier Network, are Web-based services for connecting 

buyers and suppliers… commerce network hubs can act as intermediaries that authenticate 

and route requests and responses to and from diverse organizations. Communications between 

these organizations can occur entirely through cXML over the internet.” 

With the routing feature, the Ariba’s Commerce hub should get the cXML request for 

quotation document to the interested platforms. The interested suppliers may submit a quote 

and it gets to the buyer on Vortal Next> in a similar way the Request for quotation gets to the 

suppliers. As stated, each building block is fully explained in the chapter 5. 
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5. A DRILL DOWN INTO DESIGN 

Following up the chapter 1.1, introducing the product, this section presents a comprehensive 

drill down into design. This chapter starts off with the presentation of the mapping between 

cXML documents and Vortal Next> entities. Following, there is a section with an 

introduction of the important concept of Messaging and the concepts needed to implement a 

Message Broker. The real drill down into design starts with the building blocks specification, 

carried out by a “4+1” view model where several views are specified, each view with the 

proper Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams. 

5.1 Intermediate Representation 

An Intermediate Language, Intermediate Representation or canonical data model is a typical 

concept usually found on the program compilation area. According to [19], “an Intermediate 

Representation is any data structure that can represent the program without loss of 

information so that its execution can be conducted accurately. It serves as the common 

interface among the compiler components. Since its use is internal to a compiler, each 

compiler is free to define the form and details of its IR, and its specification needs to be 

known only to the compiler writers. Its existence can be transient during the compilation 

process, or it can be output and handled as text or binary files.” 
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The context here is not to create a compiler, but to give Driving E-Procurement translation 

capabilities between E-Procurement open Standards and/or platform specific business 

transaction formats. Still, several compilation concepts stand as useful and this translation 

capability may be seen as interpretation since the translation happens on the fly whereas 

compilation requires the generation of an executable. The intended conceptual behavior is 

depicted on Figure 29, where several document formats are supported as input, they all can be 

translated into an Intermediate Representation and be delivered on the intended recipients 

which are ready to understand a certain format.  

 

Figure 29 - Intermediate Representation on Compilers 

On the context of this research project, interoperability between E-Procurement platforms 

using the cXML open standard and Vortal Next> is to be attained. The Intermediate 

Representation is design now with cXML and Vortal Next> in mind. When adding new open 

standards and platforms the intermediate language must be changed accordingly. It is then an 

inevitable point of future need of maintenance and extensibility.  

So, the challenge here is finding a common baseline between the cXML open standard and 

Vortal Next> public procedures. After thorough research on both ends the conclusion puts 

cXML request for quotation as the cXML business transaction to be the one which best fits 

Vortal Next> public procedures. On Vortal Next> side it is necessary to inspect procedure 

entities at a BOM level, which is a XML representation of the objects contained in public 

procedure. On section 0 an overview of cXML business transactions is made where cXML 

request for quotation is introduced. Let’s take a closer look at its specification: 
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The Request For Quotation is described in the cXML User Guide [10] as “A buyer can send a 

request for quotations to a sourcing application using the quoteRequest document. The 

quoteRequest document contains information on the type of request for quotations and other 

details. A supplier responds to a quoteRequest with a quoteMessage document. 

The sourcing application can respond to the request for quotations using the quoteMessage 

document. The quoteMessage document contains detailed information on the quote placed by 

the supplier.” 

So, two documents are required to implement the Request For Quotations, quoteRequest and 

quoteMessage. The XML structure of a QuoteRequest is as follows: 

<QuoteRequest> 

<QuoteRequestHeader> 

Header information 

</QuoteRequestHeader> 

<QuoteItemOut> 

QuoteItemOut information 

</QuoteItemOut> 

</QuoteRequest> 
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The mapping between the CXML RFQ QuoteRequest and Vortal Next> public procedure 

objects is done as follows, represented in the Table 1. 

Table 2 - QuoteRequestHeader Mapping 

 

On the left side of the Table 1, there are the attributes found in a cXML RFQ 

QuoteRequestHeader, whereas on the right side, there are the correspondent Vortal Next> 

public procedure objects mapping. The attributes shown in Error! Reference source not 

found. can be briefly described as [11]: 

 requestID: Unique internal number from the buyer’s system for the RFQ. 

 requestDate: The date and time of the quoteRequestDocument. 

 type: Type of quoteRequest. 

o new 

o update 

o delete 

 openDate: The date the quoteRequest is open for suppliers to respond. 

 closeDate: The date the quoteRequest is closed for suppliers to respond. 

 currency: Currency for the quoteRequest and quoteMessage. Must be a three-letter 

ISO currency code. 

 xml_lang: The language for the quoteRequest and quoteMessage.  
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Next follows the quoteRequestHeader XML elements which are presented in the Table 3: 

Table 3 - QuoteRequestHeader Elements Mapping  

 

The elements presented in the Table 3 can be described as follows [10]: 

 Name: The name of the quoteRequest. 

 Description: Description of the quoteRequest. 

 Contact: The contact information for the supplier.  

 Comments: Buyers can send comments in the quoteRequest. 

 SupplierSelector: Defines how suppliers are selected while responding to a 

quoteRequest.  

o MatchingType: Specifies how suppliers are invited for a quoteRequest. 

 InvitationOnly: Only invited suppliers. Suppliers can join the event 

are specified in the organizationID element. 

 ApprovedVendorOnly: Suppliers from the approved supplier list. 

However, the sourcing application may filter the suppliers that can bid 

based on the commodity and territory matching rules. 

 Public: Any public supplier. The supplier can also exist in the 

approved supplier list. However, the sourcing application may filter the 
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suppliers that can bid based on the commodity and territory matching 

rules. 

o OrganizationID: The unique identification of the supplier. This element is 

used by the buyer to specify suppliers that are invited for bidding. 

o Correspondent (contact): The From and To elements store the contact 

information of the supplier and is used to identify and contact the supplier. If 

the supplier does not exists in the receiving system, the contact information is 

used to contact. 

o MasterAgreementIDinfo: The ID number of the buyer for the corresponding 

master agreement of the contact or release order.  

Next follows the QuoteItemOut elements and attributes represented in the Table 4: 

Table 4 - QuoteItemOut Mapping 

 

The elements presented in the Table 4 can be described as follows [10] 

 Quantity: The number of items. 

 ItemID: The ItemID element provides unique identification of an item. 

 ItemDetail: This element contains descriptive information about the item that 

procurement applications present to users. 

o UnitPrice: The price of an item unit. 

o UnitOfMeasure: The measure used on the unit. 

o Description: This element describes the item in a textual form. 

o Classification: The classification of an item. 

o PriceBasisQuantity: The price established based on a quantity discount. 
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 Total: This element contain the total cost for the item in the order. 

o Money: The element actually holding the value described on the Total element. 

o Currency: The currency of the money value. 

 Comments: Arbitrary human readable information buyers can send within purchase 

orders. 

o Attachment: Comments can attach external files to augment purchase orders. 

According with [11], “a supplier can respond to the request for quotations (quoteRequest) by 

sending a quote. The sourcing application sends these quotes using the quoteMessage to the 

buyer”. 

The quoteMessage cXML RFQ element has a similar structure comparing with the 

quoteRequest: 

<QuoteMessage> 

<QuoteMessageHeader> 

Header information 

</QuoteMessageHeader> 

<QuoteItemIn> 

QuoteItemOut information 

</QuoteItemIn> 

</QuoteMessage> 
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Next follows the QuoteMessageHeader attributes and elements presented on the Table 5: 

Table 5 - QuoteMessageHeader Mapping 

 

The elements presented in the Table 5 can be described as follows [11]: 

 Type: The type of quoteMessage. Possible values for the type attribute: 

o Accept: The quoteMessage was accepted by the sourcing application. 

o Reject: The quoteMessage was rejected by the sourcing application. 

o Update: The quoteMessage was updated. 

o Final: The final version of the quoteMessage. 

o Award: The quoteMessage is awarded. 

 quoteID: Unique Id of the quote. 

 quoteDate: Date on which the quote was submitted. 

 currency: Currency for the quoteRequest and quoteMessage. Must be a three-letter 

ISO currency code. 

 xml_lang: The language for the quoteRequest and quoteMessage. 

 OrganizationID: The unique identification of the supplier. 

 Total: The total amount for the line item in the quoteMessage. 

 Comments: Comments on the quoteMessage. 
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Next follows the QuoteItemIn attributes and elements presented on the Table 6: 

Table 6 - QuoteItemIn Mapping 

 

The elements presented in the Table 6 can be described as follows (all the attributes and 

elements are described in the quoteMessageHeader except the ones presented below) [11]: 

Quantity: The number of items. 

lineNumber: Line position of the item in the quoteRequest. 

requestDeliveryDate: The delivery date requested for the line item. 

5.2 The Message Broker 

At this point there is absolutely no doubt, the system presented in this research project is an 

integration system. The main goal of an integration system is indeed to make work together 

different applications across the network. Over time, several approaches were taken to 

overcome the challenge of integration. These approaches are the File Transfer, Shared 

Database, Remote Procedure Invocation and Messaging. 

The approach followed on this project architectural design is Messaging and simply put, one 

can think of Driving E-Procurement as a Messaging system, able to perform translation 

between specific document formats, using a canonical data model (Intermediate Language or 

Intermediate Representation) to accomplish such task. Let’s take a closer look at what is a 

Messaging system and why anyone may want to use one. 

According with [20] a Messaging system “manages messaging the way a database system 

manages data persistence… The messaging system then coordinates and manages the sending 
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and receiving of messages. The primary purpose of a database is to make sure each data 

record is safely persisted, and likewise the main task of a messaging system is to move 

messages from the sender’s computer to the receiver’s computer in a reliable fashion. The 

reason a messaging system is needed to move messages from one computer to another is that 

computers and the networks that connect them are inherently unreliable. Just because one 

application is ready to send a communication does not mean that the other application is ready 

to receive it. Even if both applications are ready, the network may not be working, or may fail 

to transmit the data properly. A messaging system overcomes these limitations by repeatedly 

trying to transmit the message until it succeeds. Under ideal circumstances, the message is 

transmitted successfully on the first try, but circumstances are often not ideal.” The general 

diagram which can represent a messaging system is depicted in the Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 - Messaging System Diagram 

An interesting statement can be found on [20] and it simply answers the simple question why 

to use messaging “as with any sophisticated solution, there is no simple answer. The quick 

answer is that messaging is more immediate than File Transfer, better encapsulated than 

Shared Database, and more reliable than Remote Procedure Invocation.” The advantages of 

messaging are further described as capabilities such as remote communication, 

platform/language integration, asynchronous communication, variable timing, throttling, 

reliable communication, disconnected operation, mediation and thread management. 

Surely there is a lot to be said about Integration and messaging to achieve integration. This 

section is not intended to be a comprehensive messaging review, but to be a mean to get to an 

end. In order to do so, terminology and pattern form possible to be found on [20] are adopted. 
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The main purpose to resort to the benefits of messaging on this project is to handle the task of 

routing correctly and efficiently intermediate language documents between drivers. How can 

such task be carried out by the system?  

Most routing patterns presented on [20] “present ways to route messages to the proper 

destination without the originating application being aware of the ultimate destination of the 

message. Most of the pattern focused on specific types of routing logic. However, in 

aggregate, these patterns solve a bigger problem.” Therefore, the question asked on [20] and it 

should be asked right here is “How can you decouple the destination of a message from the 

sender and maintain central control over the flow of messages?” 

The simplest solution would to create a point-to-point channel between each sender and each 

receiver. That would result in the commonly called Spaghetti Integration, depicted on Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 - Spaghetti Integration Diagram 

Obviously this kind of architecture design isn’t desired at all. To solve this spaghetti problem 

there’s the need of a Message Broker. According with [20], “use a central Message Broker 

that can receive messages from multiple destinations, determine the correct destination and 

route the message to the correct channel. Implement the internal of the Message Broker using 

the design patterns presented in this chapter”. The Message Broker diagram, depicted on 

Figure 32, turns the spaghetti diagram into a more feasible, effective and clean architectural 

design. 
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Figure 32 - Message Broker integration diagram 

The arsenal of design patterns possible to be used on the implementation of the Message 

Broker are presented throughout this chapter alongside with a comparison between them, in 

order to get the most appropriate design solution. 

5.2.1 Content Based Router 

According with [20], “use a content-based router to route each message to the correct 

recipient based on message content.” This concept is depicted on Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 - Content Based Router Diagram 

The objective of a content-based router is to examine the message content and route the 

message onto a different based on data contained in the message. The routing can be based on 

a number of criteria such as existence of fields, specific values, etc. In more sophisticated 

integration scenarios, the content-based router can take on the form of a configurable rules 

engine which computes the destination channel based on a set of configurable rules. The 

content-based router allows efficient routing because each outgoing message is sent directly 

to the correct system. On the other end, the downside is that the content-based router must 

have knowledge of all possible recipient and their capabilities. As recipients are added, 
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removed or changed, the content-based router has to be changed every time. This can become 

a maintenance nightmare. [20] 

5.2.2 Message Filter 

According with [20], “use a special kind of Message Router, a Message Filter, to eliminate 

undesired messages from a channel based on a set of criteria.” The concept is depicted on 

Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34 - Message Filter diagram 

Basically, the message filter has only a single output channel. If the message content matches 

the criteria specified by the message filter, the message filter is routed to the output channel, 

otherwise, the message is simply discarded. The message filter can be implemented in the 

form of a Content-based router or a broadcast channel (possibly implement with the publish 

subscribe pattern) with a set of message filters. The two options are depicted on Figure 35 and 

Figure 36. 

 

Figure 35 - Message Filter implementation option 1 
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Figure 36 - Message Filter implementation option 2 

The Table 7 summarizes the differences between the two implementation options: 

Table 7 - Implementation options 

 

From the Table 7 and these two were the only implementation options on the table, the choice 

would be easy because there is the need for more than one driver (consumer) to consume a 

message. That wouldn’t be possible with a simple content-based router. Let’s take a look at 

the remaining options. 

5.2.3 Dynamic Router 

According with [20], “use a dynamic router, a router that can self-configure based on special 

configuration messages from participating destinations”. The concept is depicted on Figure 

37. 
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Figure 37 - Dynamic Router diagram 

This option is not the most desired because it puts control on message senders, allowing them 

to choose the destination for their messages. Furthermore, it is a complex solution, requiring a 

dynamic rule base which can mean trouble in debugging time. 

5.2.4 Recipient List 

According with [20], “define a channel for each recipient. Then use a recipient list to inspect 

an incoming message, determine the list of desired recipients, and forward the message to all 

channels associated with the recipients in the list.” The concept is depicted on Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38 - Recipient List 

The recipient list is particularly useful when a message may be routed to several recipients but 

not all, possibly based on user preferences or other criteria. Because publish subscribe 

channels the subscription is binary (either subscribe to all messages on the channel or none), 

each potential recipient would have to filter incoming messages based on message content, 
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most likely using a message filter. In the recipient list pattern it is necessary to define a 

channel for each recipient and then use a recipient list to inspect an incoming message, 

determine the list of desired recipients, and forward the message to all channels associated 

with recipients in the list. [20] 

5.2.5 Scatter-Gather 

According with [20], the scatter gather pattern is defined as “use a Scatter-Gather that 

broadcasts a message to multiple recipients and re-aggregates the responses back into a single 

message”. The concept is depicted on Figure 39: 

 

Figure 39 - Scatter-Gather diagram 

According with [20], “The solution should allow for flexibility in determining the recipients 

of the message. We can either determine the list of approved suppliers centrally or we can let 

any interested supplier participate in the 'bid'. Since we have no (or little) control over the 

recipients, we must be prepared to receive responses from some, but not all recipients. Such 

changes to the bidding rules should not impact the structural integrity of the solution.” That’s 

precisely the kind of architecture needed for Driving E-Procurement Message Broker. While 

the previously presented patterns may also be viable solutions, the Scatter-Gather pattern has 

the massive advantage of scatter a quote request to all the intended recipients and later gather 

them, through the Aggregator pattern, and even the possibility to choose the best quote 

gathered. However, the previously presented patterns may present themselves as standalone 

solutions, they can be also applied in the Scatter-Gather solution. For instance, one may 

implement the quote Request broadcast as: 
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 Distribution via Recipient List: it allows the Scatter-Gather to control the list of 

recipients but requires the Scatter-Gather to be aware of each recipient’s message 

channel. [20] 

 Auction-style Scatter-Gather use a publish-subscribe channel to broadcast the request 

to any interested participant. This option allows the Scatter-Gather to use a single 

channel but at the same time relinquishes control. [20] 

The receiving and processing of placed quotes is taken care of by an Aggregator, which 

follows the aggregator pattern. 

According with [20], “use a stateful filter, an aggregator, to collect and store individual 

messages until a complete set of related messages has been received. Then, the Aggregator 

publishes a single message distilled from the individual messages.” The concept is depicted 

on Figure 40: 

 

Figure 40 - Aggregator diagram 

When designing an Aggregator, due to its stateful nature, there’s the need to specify the 

following items [20]: 

 Correlation – which incoming messages belong together? 

 Completeness Condition – when are we ready to publish the result message? 

 Aggregation Algorithm – how to combine the received messages into a single result 

message? 

The Aggregator may receive related message at any time and in any order. To associate 

messages, the Aggregator maintains a list of active aggregate. When a new message is 

received, if the message is supposed to belong in an existing aggregate, it’s added, otherwise a 

new aggregate is created. To fulfil the correlation condition, there should be a way to 
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associate messages with the proper aggregate. The Intermediate Language has a requestID 

field which allows the quotes to be associated with the proper request. 

The aggregator completeness condition maybe be achieve through several strategies. The 

strategy adopted is based on the intermediate language field which sets a particular close date 

for suppliers to submit quotes. With such condition, the aggregator only takes quotes until a 

certain close date and quotes being placed after the close date are automatically discarded. 

As for the aggregation algorithm, it is a quite simple one. The best quote placed on each item 

present on the request for quotation will get through to the buyer. 

5.3 Build blocks: “4+1” View Model  

The architecture of a system consists on the conception and implementation of the high level 

structure or building blocks of the system. Furthermore, it is combination of several 

architectural elements in way that allows the maximum functional and non-functional 

requisites to be fulfilled. In order to achieve the premise described above and to build stable, 

reliable and high performance architectures, model are used in which different perspectives of 

the system are presented.  [21] [22] 

To present the definition and design process of Driving procurement architecture the “4+1” 

View model approach is used. This approach defines a set of views which allow the 

representation of the system according with the perspectives of the different stakeholders such 

as end users, software developers, software engineers and business analysts. [22] 

The different perspectives followed by this approach are: 

Logic View: It’s about the application functionality in terms of structural elements and how 

the responsibilities are distributed across the system. The logic view is used by the 

architecture and design team in order to get different levels of abstraction. It is typically 

represented with UML class diagrams. [21] 

Process View: It’s concerned with non-functional aspects of the system such as performance 

and scalability, taking in consideration issues as concurrency, load balancing and fault 

tolerance. It is used to express the logic view as a set of tasks, executed to achieve a certain 

objective, through UML sequence diagram. [21] 
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Physical view: Encompasses all the different hardware components the hardware may be 

using, upon which the application is executing. [21] 

Development view: It’s about organizing the development environment. The application is 

divided into packages which are developed and tested by the development team. This is 

accomplished through UML component diagrams. [21] 

Use Cases View: The final users and other stakeholder’s perspective is represented on this 

view with UML Use Cases. [21] 

The Figure 41 depicts the views and how they can be represented by UML diagrams. 

 

Figure 41 - "4+1" View Model Diagram 

5.4 Use Cases View 

The Use Cases View presents Use Cases which describe the perspective of end users on 

system functionalities. This allows the identification of needs that should be taken in 

consideration when defining other views. Thus, Use Case representation should help finding 

architectural elements to be defined in other perspectives as well as validating and illustrating 

the defined system’s architecture. [21] [22] 
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So, the Figure 42 presents a Use Cases diagram which intends to represent the Driving E-

Procurement by a buyer and a supplier perspective. Below each use case is explained in 

further detail. 

 

Figure 42 - Use Cases diagram 

Launch Tender: This use case is about a buyer launching a tender. The buyer is on its E-

Procurement platforms and he may decide to create tender procedure, releasing it on the 

platform. The Driving E-Procurement, properly connected to the platform, receives the 

document, applies the proper transformations to it and ensures delivery on the interested 

parties. 

Consult Tender Replies: This use case allows the buyer to consult the replies a supplier may 

have placed on a buyer’s previously submitted tender.  

Award Proposal: This use case enables the buyer to award one or more items (depending on 

the number of items had been placed on the previously created tender) to one or more 

suppliers. 

Receive Tender Opportunity: The previous presented use cases are on the buyer side. This 

use case represents the capability of receiving and accessing tenders place by buyers, Driving 

E-Procurement provides suppliers with. Thus, suppliers are perfectly able to receive tenders 

from buyers on different platforms which are properly connected to the system. 

Submit proposal for tender: This use case allows suppliers to place proposals on tenders, 

for one or more items. Once again, the communication between buyers and suppliers is made 
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through the system, Driving E-Procurement, given that the platforms in which the buyers and 

suppliers are residing, are properly connected to the system. 

5.5 Development perspective 

The goal of the development perspective is to divide the application onto different software 

components and to represent the relations and dependencies between these components. [22] 

The Figure 43 illustrates the Driving E-Procurement package diagram. 

The diagram contains two main packages: Driving E-Procurement and Vortal Next> Internal 

Services. The first package is the core package, the one which allows platforms to be 

connected and communication between them. For this to happen, the components contained 

by the Driving E-Procurement package (Broker, Driver Vortal Next>, Driver Ariba, etc.) 

come into action, enabling translation between document formats and the exchange of these 

documents between drivers. The Vortal Next> Internal Services is a package responsible for 

encapsulation of every Vortal Next> service to be used by the system for information access. 

The system division into different packages allows faster development process and easiness 

of testing, due to possibility of handling each component independently. Yet another 

advantage of this division is the physical separation of components into separate application 

servers. [21] [22] 

 

Figure 43 - Package Diagram 
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5.6 Logical View 

5.6.1 Design Patterns 

The logical view definition of Driving E-Procurement is done with UML class diagrams. 

Design Patters are used when possible and their use is relevant. 

Design patterns are software design solutions used in order to solve a recurrent problem, in 

other words, they represent the accumulated knowledge by several specialists. They are tested 

and proven on several applications, by several users, thereby, these solutions indeed present 

themselves as very valuable design solutions which also allow for better code reuse. [23] 

Design Patterns can be divided into three different categories: Creational Patterns, Structural 

Patters and Behavioral Patterns. Each of them can be described as:  

Creational Patterns: Their main goal is to properly adapt object instantiation depending on 

the context. They basically provide a way to hide the creation of concrete classes and how 

they are related. Typical examples of creational patterns are the singleton, factory and abstract 

factory. [24] 

Structural Patterns: They simplify the architectural design because they define simpler 

relationship forms between the different entities on the system. The Adapter, Composite and 

Façade are typical examples of such type of pattern. [24] 

Behavioral Patterns: Used to identify the different communication processes within a 

software program. They help reducing complexity and amount of code needed to implement a 

certain functionality. Strategy and Memento are examples of patterns which fall under the 

behavioral category. [24] 

During Driver E-Procurement definition, Design Patterns are used, if possible, in order to 

attain quality and scalability of the solution (the reason why a certain design pattern is used as 

well as its generic definition is explained throughout this chapter). It’s important to emphasize 

the use of design patterns as powerful tool because it allows solving typical software 

engineering problems. However, overusing these patterns may result in what’s commonly 

called over engineering which may have the effect of increasing the complexity of the 

solution and consequently, harm its performance. 
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5.6.2 Driving E-Procurement Package 

This package defines the macro components of Driving E-Procurement. The components 

altogether allows the system to connect entities on different platforms in way that’s totally 

transparent for them. These main components or building blocks are the Drivers, Parsers, 

Message Gateway and the Broker. 

The Drivers represent the component which tie everything together, it holds the connection 

with the external platform and the connection with the Broker. In the context of this research 

project, there are two concrete Drivers defined: Driver Next>, holding the connection with 

Vortal Next> platform and the Driver cXML, holding the connection with the Ariba 

Commerce Hub. 

The Driver also contains a Parser package. As presented in the section 5.1, an intermediate 

representation is defined, and the works of the Parser consists on translating the received 

document formats into an intermediate representation of that business document. The cXML 

business documents the system expects to receive are Request For Quotations and Quotes 

replying to the referred request. The Driver package is fully explained on the section 5.6.3. 

Once the Parse translates the document into an intermediate representation document, it has to 

make it get to the intended Drivers residing in the system. In order for that to happen, a 

message Broker is needed (presented on the section 5.2). This is also a key 

component/package on the system, all the routing logic between Drivers resides on the Broker 

package. The Parser package is fully explained on the section 5.6.4 

The Broker package is design as an Asynchronous implementation over queues. It uses a 

Message Gateway package, which encapsulates all the logic related with the setup of the 

queues. It uses also an External Interfaces package that contains a DriverGateWay which 

encapsulates all the routing and aggregation logic. The Broker package is fully explained on 

the section 5.6.5.   

Lastly, there is a Shared package, where all the classes used globally by the entities described 

above are specified. In this package, the Enums used by Driving E-Procurement (e.g. 

DocumentType) and it’s also defined logging class, responsible for the log of the different 

actions done by the user. The logging is a rather important point in a system because it allows 

the registration of every relevant event which later can be used to analyze and solve problems. 
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Furthermore, the logs might be used for auditing issues and to make people responsible for 

certain actions on the system. 

The Figure 44 illustrates a general view of the Driving E-Procurement package along with the 

relationships between the components. Like as been referred, each of the components 

illustrated are explained in full detail in this chapter. 

 

Figure 44 - General Driving E-Procurement class diagram 

5.6.3 Driver Package 

 The Driver package contains all the elements that an entity acting as a Driver must have. A 

Driver is a traditional concept in software, it is a piece of software controlling a particular 

type of device attached to a computer. The concept is applied here in the sense of a software 

component that intends to properly connect outside systems through asynchronous messaging. 

It’s important to point out the existence of an abstract base class (BaseDrive) which contains 

every common methods and attributes that child classes inherits and implements. 

In this package is possible to observe also the existence of an abstract class (DriverCreator) 

which possesses an abstract method, named CreateDriver(). It also possible to observe its 

specialization into distinct child classes, which are responsible to implement the referred 

method. This is an example of the Factory Method design pattern implementation. 

The Factory Method it’s used to define a class responsible for the creation of an object, where 

its subclasses decide which class to instantiate [25]. This pattern is usually used when support 

and extensibility to a certain entity is intended to be provided, in other words, when it’s 
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pretended to encapsulate the knowledge about a concrete product to be created 

(ConcreteProduct) into a concrete subclass (ConcreteCreator) [25]. The Figure 48 illustrates 

a generic Factory pattern diagram. 

 

Figure 45 - Generic Factory pattern diagram [24] 

The Driving E-Procurement is thought to connect as many platforms as possible and there’s 

the need to anticipate the extensibility of the solution. The Factory patterns is the solution for 

the easiness of adding concrete drivers. There’s another particularity about the Drivers, they 

must only be instantiated once, because there’s no need to have multiple instances of the same 

Driver spread throughout the system. The pattern that assures a single instantiation of a 

certain object is the Singleton pattern.  

The Singleton pattern is another creational pattern, just like the Factory pattern. Simply put, 

The Singleton pattern ensures that a class has only one instance, and provides a global point 

of access to it [25]. The Figure 46 illustrates a generic Singleton pattern diagram. 

 

Figure 46 - Generic Singleton pattern diagram [24] 

The Figure 47 illustrates the Driver package where it’s possible to observe the application of 

the Factory and Singleton patterns. It is also important to note the present of the 

BrokerConnectionManager and PlatformConnector components. The first one handles the 

connection with the internal Broker component, while the second one handles the component 

with the external platform, the connection can be made possibly through Web Services. In the 
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case of the DrivercXML, the external platform is the Ariba Commerce Hub and in the case of 

the DriverNext>, the external platform is Vortal Next>.  

 

Figure 47 - Driver class diagram 

5.6.4 Parser package 

The intermediate language generation is carried out by this package, whereas received E-

Procurement business documents are translated into a XML intermediate document by the 

Parse method. The choice to represent the intermediate documents on XML is based on the 

ease to validate them, through XML Schema Definition (XSD). The XSD is a XML based 

language that allows validation rules definition, being thereby a simple and effective solution 

to define a Domain Specific Language (DSL). The XML generated files validation is carried 

out in the ModelValidator class.  

The Driver can call the parser upon two distinct contexts: it receives E-Procurement business 

documents from the external platform it is connected to, or it can receive intermediate 

documents from the internal broker. On the first scenario and taking in consideration the 

context of this research project, the Drivers can receive cXML documents from the Ariba 

Commerce Hub (Driver cXML) and Vortal Next> entities document from Vortal Next> 

platform. On the second scenario, the Drivers might receive Intermediate documents and 

translate them either to cXML (Driver cXML) or Vortal Next> entities (Driver Next>). 

From these scenarios, the conclusion is that two generic transformations and four concrete 

transformations are needed:  
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 Transformation from external platform format to Intermediate Representation 

(Generic transformation); 

 Transformation from Intermediate Representation to External platform (Generic 

transformation); 

 Transformation from cXML to Intermediate Representation; 

 Transformation from Vortal Next> entities to Intermediate Representation; 

 Transformation from Intermediate Representation to cXML; 

 Transformation from Intermediate Representation to Vortal Next> entities; 

Throughout this research project the idea of adding new Drivers in the future is being pointed 

out. Consequently, the possibility to add new transformations is real. Thus, the Parser package 

contains the implementation of the behavior pattern, Strategy.  

The Strategy pattern defines a family of algorithms, encapsulating each one of them into a 

class (ConcreteStrategy), in other words, it allows a class (Strategy) to have several 

behaviors, thereby adapting to different contexts. This kind of encapsulation ensures that the 

proper algorithms may be chosen on execution time, ensuring system scalability by the 

easiness of adding new behaviors without the modification of existing ones. The Figure 48 

illustrates a generic Strategy pattern diagram [24] [25]. 

 

Figure 48 - Generic Strategy pattern diagram [24] 
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In the Figure 49, the Parser class it’s an interface with the method Parse(), which may have 

several implementations depending on the transformation required. For that to happen, there’s 

different interface implementations, where all necessary conditions are assured to run each 

transformation properly. 

 

Figure 49 - Parser class diagram 

It’s worth noting the classes Parse[Format]ToIntermediateRepresentation and 

ParseIntermediateRepresentationTo[Format] as representation of the possible 

implementation of the Parse method into any desired transformation which may be need 

during Driving E-Procurement life cycle. 
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5.6.5 Broker package 

The Broker package is a core component of the Driving E-Procurement system. It’s on this 

package where all the routing logic resides. Thus, this is a fairly important and complex 

component, requiring an important design decisions on several issues. The premise of this 

message broker is quite simple, to route a set of documents, on a specific message format 

(Intermediate Language or Representation) between Drivers, but there’s a lot of issues 

involved on its design. Let’s take a close look at them. 

First of all, let’s list the message flow that the Message Broker, and it can be extent to the 

whole system, could possibly expect and break the flow into individual tasks that the broker 

needs to perform. 

1. Receive a Request For Quotation, either coming from the Ariba Commerce Hub 

(Driver cXML) or Vortal Next> platform (Driver Next>); 

2. The proper Driver receives the document and translates it into an Intermediate 

Representation format. It sends the translated document to the Broker; 

3. The Broker stores the information about the Request For Quotation using the unique 

identifier of that request specified on the message; 

4. The Broker determines the Drivers it should forward the request. Given the context of 

this research project, the destinations are quite obvious. However, when more Drivers 

are added to System, the intended destinations for the request might not be so trivial to 

assert; 

5. Wait for Quotes on the previously delivered Request For Quotations. Forward the 

submitted Quotes to the Driver that initially delivered the Request For Quotations, 

until the close date for submission of quotes; 

6. The Driver translates the Quote to the format in which the Request For Quotation was 

delivered; 

7. The Driver passes the Quotes back to the External platform; 
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8. The Driver that initiated the Request process informs the system which Quote was 

awarded. The system performs the proper translations a delivers the result to the 

proper destinations; 

This listing describes the whole process of a Request For Quotation from the moment it starts 

until its completion.  

The idea here is to use the patterns describe on the Section 5.2. Sending a request message to 

multiple recipients and re-combining the responses back into a single message is the exact job 

of the Scatter-Gather pattern. The Scatter-Gather may use the Publish Subscribe pattern or a 

recipient list to send the request to the intended Drivers. Once the Drivers deliver their quotes, 

the Scatter-Gather aggregates the quotes into a single quote for the consumer using the 

Aggregator. Because, here the quotes must be delivered once they are received, the 

Aggregator pattern is not implement as it is, but store the aggregates (all the quotes received) 

until the Request For Quotation is over, for retransmission purposes, if needed.  

The flow of messages, routing and transformation are important but the timing of the broker 

operation is also an important issue to be discussed. That timing can take two forms: 

 Synchronous (Sequential): The broker asks one driver for quotations and waits for a 

response. 

 Asynchronous (Parallel): The broker sends all the Request For Quotation for all the 

intended recipients at once and waits for their quotations to come back  

The Synchronous solution is simpler to manage because there isn’t the need to deal with any 

concurrency issues or threads. Nevertheless, it is an inefficient solution because the system 

doesn’t get the advantage of each Driver independent processing power and execute request 

simultaneously. As a result, the consumer might have to wait a long time for answers. 

Another major advantage of using asynchronous invocation over a message queue is the 

ability to create more than one instance of a service. For instance, if it turns out that a certain 

Driver becomes a bottleneck, there’s the possibility of creating two instances of that Driver 

component. Because the Broker send the request message to a queue instead of directly to the 

Driver component, it doesn’t matter which component instance processes the message as long 

as the response is put back onto the response channel. [20] 
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As for addressing, the option are the fixed, distribution or auction solutions. The fixed 

solutions consists of a list of Drivers that is hard-coded. It is a simple solution and gives the 

broker control over the list of Drivers. The Distribution approach (using a recipient list) gives 

the broker more control over which Driver to involve in a Request For Quotations. Also, it 

requires additional business logic to be implemented and maintained inside the Broker 

component. The auction approach is implemented with the Publish Subscribe pattern which 

gives the Drivers control over which channels to subscribe. [20] 

The Aggregation of quotes strategy may be implemented with a single channel, which has the 

advantage of reducing the maintenance burden of setting up a separate channel for each 

participating Driver, but requires each Driver reply quote to include a field identifying the 

Request For Quotation it is answering upon. The completeness condition for the system to 

know when a certain Request For Quotation is over is its close date, specified on the Request 

For Quotation initial message and passed to the Aggregator. [20] 

Regarding concurrency issues, a service such as a Broker should be capable of dealing with 

multiple clients wanting to use the service concurrently. The Broker can be enabled to process 

multiple concurrent requests using two different strategies: Execute multiple instances, a 

single event-driven instance. The first option, maintains multiple parallel instances of the 

Broker component. A new instance can be started for each incoming request or maintain a 

pool of active Broker processes and assign requests to the next available process. This has the 

advantage of allocating system resources in a predictable way. Because much of the 

processing required by the Broker is to wait for replies from external parties (Drivers and thus 

external platforms) running many parallel processes may not be a good use of system 

resources. Instead, a single process instance that reacts to incoming message events as they 

arrive might be a better solution. This approach uses system resources more efficiently and 

simplifies management of the solution due to the fact that only a single process instance needs 

to be monitored. [20] 

Taking the described factors into consideration, the Broker is implemented using an 

Asynchronous approach with message queues (possibly using Microsoft MSMQ, but with 

other Messaging Oriented Middleware the result would look very similar), aggregating quotes 

by its Request For Quotation identifier, distributing the Request For Quotations with a fixed 

recipient list and using the close date for submitting quotes as the completeness condition. 
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The Figure 50 depicts the Broker package solution. 

 

Figure 50 - Broker class diagram 

This design leverages Microsoft’s Message Queueing Service, Microsoft’s .NET framework 

and consequently, Microsoft’s c# programming language. This Broker design uses 

asynchronous messaging over message queues, as referred. This allows the processing of 

multiple Request For Quotations concurrently, the correlation of Quotes with their Request 

For Quotation as the Quotes flow through the channel. It is important to bear in mind that 

many design decisions are driven by the need for asynchronous processing. 

The Message GateWay package is used to separate some of the Microsoft Message Queue 

(MSMQ) specific functions into separate classes so that the application code is not littered 

with MSMQ specific code. The use of a Message Gateway is perfect for that purpose, as it 

abstracts the technical details of the communication from the application. Two interface 

classes are defined, IMessageSender and IMessageReceiver, declaring Send and Receive 

methods. The interfaces are kept simple and generic in order to make it easier to define 

classes that implement the interface. The actual implementations reside in the 

MessageSenderGateWay and MessageReceiverGateWay classes. These classes take care and 

encapsulate the configuration of the message queue properties. It’s important to note that 

because the interfaces are very narrowly defined, it’s perfectly possible to provide an 

implementation that doesn’t even use a message queue. 
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The MQService class incorporates the support for a Return Address and a Correlation 

Identifier. The Correlation Identifier consists no more than the unique Request For Quotation 

identifier specified in the message. The MQService class also makes sure to return the reply 

messages to the specified Return Address that is supplied by the requester in the message as 

well. If the Return Address is invalid, the request is sent to an Invalid Message Channel. The 

onMessage abstract method is left to be implemented by the subclasses of MQService. Here 

it’s only defined an Asynchronous implementation (AsyncRequestReplyService), but a 

Synchronous one could be added as well, where the virtual method ProcessMessage would be 

called and send a reply message right away. The Asynchronous implementation 

(AsyncRequestReplyService) on the other hand, defines the virtual ProcessMessage method 

without any return parameter. The inheriting subclasses are responsible for implementing a 

send message method. 

Regarding the internal workings of the Broker, let’s take a close look at the Scatter-Gather 

implementation, using a fixed Recipient List and a slightly altered Aggregator (sends every 

received quote out right away instead of storing them and forward a best quote afterwards, 

delegating the awarding decision on the external platforms). Let’s start off with the fixed 

recipient list. The Message Router class has three main methods: SendRFQToRecipients(), 

getStartingDriver() and SendQuoteToStartingDriver. The SendRFQToRecipients calls upon 

the getDriverRecipientList method which returns the recipient list for a certain Driver. The 

two remaining methods are explained further ahead. Once the Message Router has the 

recipient list, it is only a matter of iteration through it and send the message to each recipient, 

using the BrokerConnectionManager class to send the message to the Drivers. 

Once the messages are on the way to the Drivers, it is necessary to initialize the Aggregator 

class to expect incoming quotes from the Drivers. Due to the event nature of the Broker, the 

aggregator must be prepared to work on several aggregates concurrently, maintaining one 

active aggregate for each quote request still active. This means exactly that the incoming 

quotes must be uniquely correlated to a specific aggregate, therefore, the need for the Request 

For Quotation unique identifier as correlation identifier.  
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The DriverGateWay class initializes the aggregate with the aggregateID (Request For 

Quotation ID) and the close date for that Request. In addition, the caller needs to supply a 

delegate. The delegate is the way to make things event-driven in .NET. The GetQuotes() 

method has a delegate defined which allows other code segments to tell the DriverGateway 

which method to call when the quotes comes in. 

Let’s take a brief look at the Aggregator package design, depicted on Figure 51. 

 

Figure 51 - Aggregator class diagram 

Like has been said, an Aggregator has multiple Aggregates (one Aggregate for each Request 

For Quotation). Each Aggregate has a close date associated and it’s composed by several 

Quotes (IntRepQuote). 

When the DriverGateway receives a quote from a Driver, the onGetQuotes method executes. 

The method locates the proper aggregate (by Request For Quotation ID) and it adds the new 

quote to the aggregate. Once the quote is received, the DriverGateWay invokes the delegate 

supplier by the caller and the quote gets delivered to the caller. 
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Now that the DriverGateway building blocks are presented, it’s time to take a look at the 

BrokerManager and BrokerManagerProcesses classes. So, the BrokerManager inherits from 

the AsynchRequestReplyService because it cannot send the results back to the reply queue 

right away, but only after several asynchronous operations. Each BrokerManagerProcess 

instance of that class is used to hold the delegates message handler function, that is the 

onGetQuotes() method. So, every quote received, it sends a reply message back to the Driver 

using the BrokerConnectionManager. Once the close date for the Request For Quotation is 

met, the BrokerManager is notified upon completion of the process. The BrokerManager is 

no more than a generic implementation of a process manager. It creates a new process 

instance every time a new message arrives. When a process completes, the process manage 

removes the process instance from the list of active processes. 

5.6.6 Vortal Internal Services package 

The Vortal Next> Driver must be connected to the platform in order to move, in and out, 

Request For Quotation related documents. In order to do so, the Next> Driver has to access 

the platform services. The platform has internal services package, responsible to interpret 

client’s request and reply accordingly. 

 The number of entities contained in Vortal Next> is great, which makes the service calls a 

process quite complex. Therefore, there is the need to create an intermediate abstraction layer 

between Driving E-Procurement and the service package, facilitating its use. In order to make 

that happen, the structural pattern Facade is used. 
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The Facade pattern ensures the existence of a simplified interface, enabling access to a set of 

functionalities/system methods [24]. The Figure 52 illustrates a generic Facade pattern 

diagram. 

 

Figure 52 - Generic Facade pattern diagram [24] 

Using the Facade pattern has the following advantages [25]: 

 Making a system easier to use and understand; 

 Reduce the system dependencies, since clients are going to use the Facade to 

communicate;  

On the it’s possible to notice that the Driver doesn’t access the service package, due to the 

communication with it being made by the VortalServicesFacade class. The Facade and 

service package are presented only with a few entities and methods each, in order to make the 

visualization and interpretation of diagram easier. The class diagram is depicted on the Figure 

53. 
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Figure 53 - Vortal Next> Internal Services class diagram 
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5.7 Process view 

This section presents the architectural logical perspective thought a set of task, in order to 

reach a certain goal. It is also a way to validate the patterns and components, used to define 

the system’s classes, and it allows the simulation of a certain user using the solution. 

To the architecture defined in this research project, the whole Request For Quotation process 

is represented on a sequence diagram. The presented diagram possesses only a basic flux of 

messages, to make the diagram visualization easier, considering the optimal path and without 

auxiliary methods, to provide validation of the design architecture. 

The full life cycle of a Request For Quotation, from its submission, receive all quotes placed 

on it until its close date can be depicted on four main sequence diagrams. The FiguresFigure 

54 andFigure 55 depict the process by which a cXML Request For Quotations, placed by a 

certain buyer, can get through Driving E-Procurement. The FiguresFigure 56 andFigure 57 

depict the process by which a Next> Entities Quote placed on the Request For Quotations 

makes its way, through Driving E-Procurement, to the buyer that receives a cXML quote 

document. 
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Figure 54 - RFQ sequence diagram part 1 

 

Figure 55 - RFQ sequence diagram part 2 

 

Figure 56 - Quote sequence diagram part 1 
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Figure 57 - Quote sequence diagram part 2 

5.8 Physical view 

At last, there is the physical perspective. This perspective is used to define the hardware 

infrastructure supporting the system, thereby assuring non-functional requisites such as 

security and scalability. [22] The Figure 58 illustrates the physical diagram to support all 

actions on the Driving E-Procurement context, involving external platforms and the Vortal 

Next> platform. 

 

Figure 58 – Deployment/Physical diagram 

The Driving E-Procurement produces a software functional package integrated with Vortal 

Next>, accessing its services. It is to be integrated in a server cluster (Application Server 
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Cluster), responsible to maintain every procedure mediated by Driving E-Procurement. 

Clustering allows the number of servers to be increased when needed, thereby system’s 

scalability is guaranteed. 

The procedures going through Driving E-Procurement may access Vortal Next> services, in 

order to receive/send new requests for quotations, placed on another E-Procurement platform, 

quotes placed on a request. Next> is responsible to interpret the requests, to access and 

modify the required information (most of the times, through SQL Server database access) and 

return the expected result. 

The security of all communications is accomplished by placing intermediary firewalls, 

responsible for the implementation and execution of desired security policies. There is a 

firewall between client’s requests and Driving E-Procurement, another one between Driving 

E-Procurement communications and Next>, and a third one between Next> and its access to 

the database. At data level, the security is kept by its encryption, provided by the HTTPS 

protocol. 

Besides the above referred components, there’s the Domain Controller and the Security 

Token Service (STS) which transversal to the whole application environment. The Domain 

Controller is an application server that answers authentication requests and either concedes or 

not access to a set of computational resources. The STS is an authentication service used to 

identify the Next> users based on tokens, allowing them to navigate throughout the different 

applications with a unique login. Together, STS and Domain Controller assure Vortal Next> 

security and reliability, as far as authentication and authorization matters are concerned.  

It is also worth noticing that every communication between different components and the 

client are carried out with HTTPS (data security), except for the communication with the 

database, which is established with the TCP/IP protocol. The communication with the 

database it’s not encrypted because it is an internal component with very limited access and 

due to the fact that every communication workflow with external sources or upper access 

layers, being done with encrypted protocols. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter the work developed during this research project is analyzed. The research 

questions raised on the beginning of this research project are now directly answered and 

future efforts that could or might be taken on bringing the solution up for the clients, are 

addressed as well. 

6.1 Research Review 

This research project proposes an integration solution, which tries to address the E-

Procurement platforms interoperability issue. The solution aims to connect different E-

Procurement platforms in a way which comes as transparent for their users, extending their 

market without going to the trouble of getting to know/use several platforms, in order to reach 

the maximum number of entities to conduct business with. This research project only aims at 

interoperability between Vortal Next> E-Procurement platform and other platforms using the 

E-Procurement open standards. Three standards were considered, studied and compared: 

cXML, XVergabe and PEPPOL. The Ariba’s cXML is the chosen one, however, the solution 

design is thought from the beginning to be flexible for extension on integration with other E-

Procurement platforms using other open standards. 

It was necessary to have a good understand of the E-Procurement domain, study the 

specifications of the cXML standard, Vortal Next> procedures and the entities used to 

implement them and find a common baseline. That baseline is the foundation for an 

intermediate language which is an important point on the architectural design of the presented 

solution. The architecture of the system is presented using the “4+1” View Model. 
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At the beginning of this research project, there were defined three research question which 

now may be properly addressed. Those were: 

1. The European market of E-Procurement solutions is predictively getting 

bigger, with a growing set of E-Procurement platforms unable to 

communicate with each other. So, the main question this research project 

tries to address is… how can the E-Procurement interoperability problem be 

addressed?  

The E-Procurement open standard have come in trying to address the 

interoperability problem between E-Procurement platforms. The first step was to 

study, analyze and compare three E-Procurement Open Standards (chapter 2), 

whereas cXML was the Open Standard found best suited for this research project. 

The next step was trying to find a way in which the architecture of the system 

wouldn’t be dependent on any E-Procurement open standard. Thereby, the creation 

of a common top all Open Standard structured intermediate language was the 

solution found. Alongside, the notion of Driver, a macro architecture component 

of the system which holds the knowledge about the necessary transformations to 

each Open Standard in the system, came up as well. All these architectural 

decisions led to the formulation of the high level architectural view of the system 

(Figure 27) that became to be the first consolidated effort on how the E-

Procurement interoperability problem could be addressed. This high level 

architecture was further drilled down in the chapter 5. 

2. How to create a structured intermediate language for a subset of E-

Procurement open standards? 

The intermediate language is the solution found, in order to be possible to receive 

documents specifying business transactions on one certain E-Procurement Open 

Standard and deliver those documents translated into other E-Procurement Open 

Standards (e.g. Receive a cXML document and get that same document to several 

platforms, translated into other format such as XVergabe or PEPPOL.). 
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So, starting off with cXML and Vortal Next> platform, the goal was to find a 

common baseline between the two formats, resulting from that effort a mapping 

between them (Section 5.1). 

3. How to set up the system in order to quickly and effectively add platforms 

and open standards? 

The system can be expanded by adding platforms that might want to be connected 

to the system, or E-Procurement Open Standards. As referred, the Driver 

component has the task to hold all the information of an entity in the system. For 

instance, cXML and Vortal Next> platform, they have their own Driver. The 

Driver holds the information required to establish communications (e.g. The 

cXML Driver knows how to communicate with the external Ariba Commerce hub 

to receive cXML documents and knows how to pass intermediate language 

documents to the internal broker, in order to take those documents to other 

Drivers), and holds the knowledge on how to make the proper transformations to 

the documents it deals with. 

So, the system was design by the beginning to be extendable in the future. There 

are several design decisions done with that objective in mind. Those decisions can 

be find throughout the Chapter 5. Basically, it consists on adding Drivers to 

system (e.g. if PEPPOL would be added to the system, it would have its own 

Driver). However, probably the biggest integration effort would be the possible 

change of the intermediate language. The integration team would have to study the 

entity being added to the system. If the new entity can follow the actual 

intermediate language specification, there wouldn’t be needed any modification to 

the intermediate language. Otherwise, the integration team could be dealing with 

extension of the intermediate language.  

Summing it up, generally this research project provides concrete answers to the questions 

defined at the beginning. It is a solution with a very clear objective, to have more people 

conducting more business independently of the E-Procurement platform they are residing in. 

However, like any integration context, the path to make that objective happen it’s not as 

crystal clear as the premise the object stands for. The integration process is not simple, and 
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political/business matters might not be completely in favor of integration as the one described 

in this research project.  

6.2 Futurology 

The work presented on this research project is just the starting point in the future of Driving 

E-Procurement development because it only presents the architectural design of the solution. 

Right after the development of a prototype for testing with end users, possibly some 

theoretical concept might have to be adjusted to better fit the needs of an integration solution 

(it wasn’t possible to develop an application prototype with in the time window of this 

research project).  

Due to the complexity of the solution, probably more efforts will be needed in order to assure 

quality standards related with fault tolerance, such as retransmission in case of system going 

down, which wasn’t possible to address in this research project. There is also the referred 

possible problems that may come with an integration solution of this magnitude. 

Without a doubt, there’s still a lot of work ahead to conclude and make this solution available. 

However,  the presented architecture represents a good starting point in order to implement 

the solution. 
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ANEXO I – SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS 

 

Figure 59 - Send RFQ sequence diagram 

  

 

Figure 60 - Send RFQ 2 sequence diagram 
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Figure 61 - Send RFQ 3 sequence diagram 

  

 

Figure 62 - Broker setup sequence diagram 

  


